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(THE UNITED FROtfl" :-WHY DID WE FORM IT? AND HOW APPROPRIATE IS IT TODJ. 

1.1NTRootlcJtlON 

At this stage of our struggle, we need to reflect on the past year or so of 

activity and plan ahead. This is also an opportunity to clear up 

misunderstandings and build greater cohesiveness amongst all of us - not only 

within the Transvaal, but throughout the country. 

This presents us with an immediate challenge of not only focussing our 

attention towards the building of organisations, but also to draw together,in 

a clear and united action , all those forces engaged in the struggle for 

democracy in South Africa. 

(})In attempting to discuss the role and future of the UDF - it is important to 

recall some of the fundamentals that guide us in our work. 

2.1 OUR OBJECTIVE: is to dismantle apartheid and replace it with a more just i"t[p 
and democratic system (as in the Freedom Charter, for those of us who ~ K 

3.1 

b "b t "t) I J:'/ 7 su sen e o 1 • : o 1.1/ 'i 

Often in the day to day heat of the struggle we forget that our enemy is 

the apartheid system not those whose views differ with ours. 

The next question on which we require clarity is the question of how this 

change will come about. 

Firstly is it through the actions and work of the few like ourselves or ~o ~1 
the many ; the masses? t11~ 

9UR VIEW - the masses are the makers of history. It is they who my:¢ 

become the active participants in the struaqle - without this there 

cannct be any successful victory • ... 

It therefore becomes imperative to evaluate our organisational activities 

in such a way that we draw the maximum participation of the broad masses 

- through mobilisation. education. and by statjna in clear terms, the -
need for unity, the need .to reject attempts by the enemy to divide us on 

racial lines. 

The -second quesl.iaa is how do the masses 'become effective historical 

~forch~ 

4by each ordinary .rr anct woman actrng on his or her own, without common 

.,mts or purpose? .QE 
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4.1 

- by becoming a highly cohesive/united body, with resilience, dedicated 

and experienced leadership etc - in other words, by becoming ORGANISED. 

The crucial question to address ourselves to, is, ho•.1 much of oul" .time 

and energy do we spend on organisational work? How many among us are 

prepared to sacrifice, and seriously take as a priority the need to place 

in the background individual interests, in an effort to maximise greater 

mass participation in the day to day organisational decisions? 

The way in which people become organised, the form that the organisation 

takes and its particular style of work is determined by the particular 

historical circumstances in which the organisation developed. So that 

during different stages in our struggle our peoples' organisations have 

taken different forms. 

BEFORE 1912 

- Armed resistance against dispossession 

- Change to non-violent forms of struggle after the Bambata Rebellion 

(so-called). 

4.2 1912-1949 - FORMATION OF THE ANC 

- Petitions by the ANC leadership to the British Government , 
- Urbanisation, Industrialisation played an important role In brining 

together various African tribes under the banner of the ANC 

The role played by the I.C.U. with regard to organising the workers. ANC 

programmes such as the African Claims - and the Programme of Action. The 

Doctors' Pact {XUMA - NAICKER - DADOO). 

4.3 1950's : Formation of the Congress Alliance ; Defiance Campaign - ANC 

becomes a mass organisation. 

- Launching of campaigns - against Bantu Education, Passes, Bantu 

Authorities. 

- 8eer Halls destroyed, Potatoe/Bus boycotts. 

- Destruction of Dipping Tanks {rural resistance against cattle culling) 

etc. 

- Womens'" orQanisations-(Federation) 

-AlltT-1'ass activities - bw4S!&3JI•en tltn~} -
-Faara.m Otarter - C[j_e?1Fl ~ ez 
- .Rate regr...esslon - Bans ~ntshments 

f96a"s: F'"offowing the Sharpeville incident ; 
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- Organisations are smasheu. 

- The rise of the reactionaries. 

- The PMB. 'AII-in African Conference' preceeded by the coming together 

of African leaders in Orlando. 

- The 3-day National stay-at-home protest against thE. formation of the 

\,~!(~..,Republic. 

~J - The formation of M.K. 

- House arrests, Detention without Trial (90 Days) 

- Mass arrests - Imprisonment 

4.5 1970's; Organisations of all types and at all levels begin to grow again -

Students, Political organisations, Workers, Women, Community organisa

tions etc. 

4.6 1980's - We saw the growth in organisations: Political Organisations -

NIC, TIC, RMC, the Anti Community Council Committees and eventually UDF. 

Community Organisations: Soweto Civic Association and others - DHAC, 

PEBCO, CAHAC, etc. 

Youth Organisations - youth clubs and Congresses -

Womens' Organisations throughout the country eg FED 

Trade Unions •••••••••••• ?? (their lack of participation in UDF) 

Students: COSAS - AZASO 

These was also a growing need to 

- build national unity and develop working relationships 

- take up certain issues affecting our people at a national level -

rents etc. 

- Challenge the apartheid system through some national structure - rather 

than on a fragmented basis. 

- begin the first stages of building a national, non-racial democratic 

political structure. 

- challenge the new Constitutional proposals (in 1983) 

- ucc 

5.1 These then, were the conditions in which we as democrats began to look at 

8liw eest to offer l.he mQst substantial political resistance (with the • 
E I D ~cfl)atton of an our people, against the .new Constftutionctf 

-.un 

"Jia;..sses what t~ ()f political structure was necessar:f and possible1ftwe 

llllllf to. ~s!antf and e~ ine some of t.._.e chamcteristics of a un'ftar7 
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-political- organisation. 

These characteristics included ; 

@6~ 1 High level of ideological cohesiveness. 

6.2 Presence of experienced activists and leadership in most parts of the 

country. 

-:5.3 Capacity to build organisational structures throughout the country. 

6.4 An appropriate mass political consciousness and readiness for active 

participation. 

We also had to take into account ; 

6.5 The level of repression and what space there was for legal mass 

organisation. 

6.6 The level of disciplined political conduct among activists and 

leadership. 

An awareness of the nature of repression and mininal scope to work within 

the legal organisational structures, forces us to be conscious, and to 

ensure that our conduct reflects the type of discipline required to 

maintain security at all levels and at all times. 

- Accountability - leadership and activits to preserve the image of our 

organisations and the UOF. 

- Highlight those positive aspects that unite us - as against points of 

difference which are negative and divisive. 

- Differences to be discussed frankly in a comradely manner (which Is 

constructive) 

Fight against gossip. 

- To be patient, tolerant, and to respect one anothers viewpoints. 

- To ensure collective leadership and democratic decision making. 

- To fight against individualistic tendencies which are not open to 

criticism. 

If most ., ~bove wer-e hi~~ developed (points 6.1 - 6.6) JHe 

CCU'fd. ba~ ~ucted somethiact..~ than a front~ 

Hcw~r ..._lollbftqa.J~d'I~G-~Ituany determinee the form that 

our organlset! JeSistar.ee took irr 1!le3. 

7. t ThP. rg~a~ ~~~"" •·1e!opment of res!stance ; with· minimal, if 
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any, lnterprovincaal links. 

This gave us the regional structures In the UDF. 

7.2 The low level of political organisation in the country - which gives us 

more non-political organisations In the UDF than political organiSations 

7.3 The large number of mass organisations which grew out of the mass action 

of the SO's on all sorts of issues - community - worker etc. 

These then act as the major base of the UDF today. 

7.4 Fragmented, unco-ordinated resistance - providing the urgent need to 

launch a national political structure which would lend cohesiveness to 

resistance; but at the same time help to organise the unorganised areas. 

This is why the UDF today plays both the role of a front -in certain 

parts of the country- and the role of an organisation in other parts. 

7.5 Our Subjective Weaknesses : 

Inexperience in handling front politics; no highly developed layer of 

activists throughout the country; inexperience in potitical mobilisation 

techniques, resulting in the need for the UDF to provide the resources 

and skills to train personnel; But also the recognition that organic 

leadership will grow from the campaigns of the UDF. 

These are the conditions. among others, which led to the establishment of 

a certain type of political structure; a United Front. It is the actual 

conditions, as spelt out, that determine the precise form that the 

political structure takes. 

Therefore a Front is (in South African Conditions) 

1. The coming together of a number of existing organisations, each maintain-

ing its autonomy. But also the creation of more organisations where they 

do not exist. 

2. The adoption of a broad program and ideological position - compatible 

with attracting the largest number of persons/organisations. 

3. Having a clear focus for campaigns - eg the new Constitution etc • 

.f!Mt&!t>ntical Org,anisatio!l is .an organisation ttsa~ 

_._ a ~itar~ cohesTve structure. 

-leas a sfng.re~ common ideological position. 

- ......_..~r ranging program. 
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We must remember that the question ot organasmg our peopae Js a ms"tonca• 

proc~ - It Is a long and hard road. 

(J;?r glorious heroes of the past, have taken us some distance a.ong this road. 

The UDF is merely another stage along this journey - it Is not the end of the 

journey itself. We must still continue until we reach our goal of a highly 

organised people capable of swinging the overall balance of forces in our 

favour. So that when we finish our reflection, we must plan to move to the 

next stage on the road to beoC'ming highly organised. 

This will materialise only if the progressive forces In the Front realise, 

and are ready, to meet the challenges confronting them :-

- proper and constant coomunication. 

- Co-ordinating and sharing of experiences. 

- and preparedness to correct our short comings in the interests of the 

broader democratic struggle. 

The next important consideration for us to understand, is that the change of 

an organisation from one form to another - eg front to unitary political 

organisation - is determined by whether all the development that is possible 

within that form (in our case the front) has been achieved ; before one can 

consider the transformation to another, more cohesive form (eg. National 

Political Organisation). 

Key Factors To Be Assessed 

1. Our actual organisational capabilities and weaknesses. 

2. Our level of discipline and development of activists. 

~· Our limited experience in handling national campaigns. 

4. Our ability to challenge the state and the strength required to do so. 

5. The readiness of our people to be organised and the urgent need to develop 

the resources to do so. 

6. International support. 

7. Levef of cohesiveness achieved and still to be achieved. 
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We must remember that the question of organising our people is a historical 

process - It is a long and hard road. 

Our glorious heroes of the past, have taken us some distance along this road. 

The UDF is merely another stage along this journey - it is not the end of the 

journey itself. We must still continue until we reach our goal of a highly 

organised people capable of swinging the overall balance of forces in our 

favour. So that when we finish our reflection, we must plan to move to the 

next stage on the road to becoming highly organised. 

This will materialise only if the progressive forces in the Front realise, 

and are ready, to meet the challenges confronting them :-

- proper and constant coomunication. 

- Co-ordinating and sharing of experiences. 

and preparedness to correct our short comings in the interests of the 

broader democratic struggle. 

The next important consideration for us to understand, is that the change of 

an organisation from one form to another - eg front to unitary political 

organisation - is determined by whether all the development that is possible 

within that form (in our case the front) has been achieved ; before one can 

consider the transformation to another, more cohesive form (eg. National 

Political Organisation). 

Key Factors To Be Assessed 

1. Our actual organisational capabilities and weaknesses. 

2. Our level of discipline and development of activists. 

3. Our limited experience in handling national campaigns. 

4. Our ability to challenge the state and the strength required to do so. 

5. The readiness of our people to be organised and the urgent need to develop 

the resources to do so. 

6. International support. 

7. Level of cohesiveness achieved and still to be achiev~. 
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any, mterprovincaal hnks. 

This gave us the regional structures in the UDF. 

7.2 The low level of political organisation in the country - which gives us 

more non-political organisations in the UDF than political organisations 

7.3 The large number of mass organisations which grew out of the mass action 

of the 80's on all sorts of issues - community - worker etc. 

These then act as the major base of the UDF today. 

7.4 Fragmented, unco-ordinated resistance - providing the urgent need to 

launch a national political structure which would lend cohesiveness to 

resistance; but at the same time help to organise the unorganised areas. 

This is why the UDF today plays both the role of a front -In certain 

parts of the country- and the role of an organisation in other parts. 

7.5 Our Subjective Weaknesses : 

Inexperience in handling front politics; no highly developed layer of 

activists throughout the country; inexperience in political mobilisation 

techniques, resulting in the need for the UDF to provide the resources 

and skills to train personnel; But also the recognition that organic 

leadership will grow from the campaigns of the UDF. 

These are the conditions, among others, which led to the establishment of 

a certain type of political structure; a United Front. It is the actual 

conditions, as spelt out, that determine the precise form that the 

political structure takes. 

Therefore a Front is (in South African Conditions} 

1. The coming together of a number of existing organisations, each maintain

ing its autonomy. But also the creation of more organisations where they 

do not exist. 

2. The adoption of a broad program and ideological position - compatible 

with attracting the largest number of persons/organisations. 

3. Having a clear focus for campaigns - eg the new Constitution etc. 

And a Political Organisation is an organisation that 

- Has a unitary cohesive structure. 

- Has a single, common ideological position. 

- Has a wider ranging program. 
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-political- orgamsatJon:-

These characteristics included 

6.1 High level of ideological cohesiveness. 

6.2 Presence of experienced activists and leadership in most parts of the 

country. 

6.3 Capacity to build organisational structures throughout the country. 

6.4 An appropriate mass political consciousness and readiness for active 

participation. 

We also had to take into account 

6.5 The level of repression and what space there was ~_]agal llftE!t 

organisation. 

6.6 The level of Gisc-ipi+Aed·~·tiGal ... oefldwefio among activists and 

leadership. 

An awareness of the nature of repression and mininal scope to work within 

the legal organisational structures, forces us to be conscious, and to 

ensure that our conduct reflects the type ef-dtsci'pttn~equit=e<il··to 

-meintai"" 6QCI!.[j.b- at. aJI.J.eM.eiS and.,,at..Jl.U-ti.J.nes. 

- Accountability - leadership and activits to preserve the image of our 

organisations and the UDF. 

- Highlight those positive aspects that unite us - as against points of 

difference which are negative and divisive. 

Differences to be discussed frankly in a comradely manner (which is 

constructive) 

- Fight against gossip. 

- To be patient, tolerant, and to respect one anothers viewpoints. 

- To ensure collective leadership and democratic decision making. 

- To fight against individualistic tendencies which are not open to 

criticism. 

If most of the above were highly developed (points 6.1 - 6.6) we 

could have conducted something other than a front. 

However the following considerations actually determined the form that 

our organised resistance took in 1983. 

7.1 The regional nature of the development of resistance ; with minimal, if 
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- The rise of the reactionaries. 

- The PMB. 'All-in African Conference' preceeded by the coming together 

of African leaders in Orlando. 

- The 3-day National stay-at-home protest against the formation of the 

Republic. 

- The formation of M.K. 

- House arrests, Detention without Trial (90 Days) 

- Mass arrests - Imprisonment 

4.5 1970's; Organisations of all types and at all levels begin to grow again -

Students, Political organisations, Workers, Women, Community organisa

tions etc. 

4.6 1980's - We saw the growth in organisations: Political Organisations -

NIC, TIC, RMC, the Anti Community Council Committees and eventually UDF. 

Community Organisations: Soweto Civic Association and others - DHAC, 

PEBCO, CAHAC, etc. 

Youth Organisations - youth clubs and Congresses -

Womens' Organisations throughout the country eg FED 

Trade Unions •••••••••••• ?? (their lack of participation in UDF) 

Students: COSAS - AZASO 

These was also a growing ~ to 

- build national unity and develop working relationships 

- take up certain issues affecting our people at a national level -

rents etc. 

- Challenge the apartheid system through some national structure - rather 

than on a fragmented basis. 

- begin the first stages of building a national, non-racial democratic 

political structure. 

- challenge the new Constitutional proposals (in 1983) 

- ucc 

5.1 These then, were the conditions in which we as democrats began to look at 

how best to offer the most substantial political resistance (with the 

maximum participation of all our people) against the new Constitutional 

proposals. 

To asses what type of political structure was necessary and possible, we 

had to understand and examine some of the characteristics of a unitary 
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- by becoming a highly cohesive/united body, with resilience, dedicated 

and experienced leadership etc - in other words, by becoming ORGANISED. 

The crucial question to address ourselves to, is, how much of our time 

and energy do we spend on organisational work? How many among us are 

prepared to sacrifice, and seriously take as a priority the need to place 

in the background individual interests, in an effort to maximise greater 

mass participation in the day to day organisational decisions? 

The way in which people become organised, the form that the organisation 

takes and its particular style of work is determined by the particular 

historical circumstances in which the organisation developed. So that 

during different stages in our struggle our peoples' organisations have 

taken different forms. 

4.1 BEFORE 1912 

- Armed resistance against dispossession 

- Change to non-violent forms of struggle after the Bambata Rebellion 

(so-called). 

4.2 1912-1949 - FORMATION OF THE ANC 

- Petitions by the ANC leadership to the British Government 

- Urbanisation, Industrialisation played an important role in brining 

together various African tribes under the banner of the ANC 

The role played by the I.C.U. with regard to organising the workers. ANC 

programmes such as the African Claims - and the Programme of Action. The 

Doctors' Pact (XUMA - NAICKER - DADOO). 

4.3 1950's : Formation of the Congress Alliance ; Defiance Campaign - ANC 

becomes a mass organisation. 

- Launching of campaigns - against Bantu Education, Passes, Bantu 

Authorities. 

- Beer·+fatts' ·destroyed, Potatoe/Bus boycotts. 

- De&.tntetlmt'~"'Ol'(i~ 1"'anks (rural resistance against cattle culling) 

etc. 

- Womens' organisations (Federation) 

- Anti-Pass activities - (march to Union Buildings) 

_,.,.. eeobffi eliarte~- ~aS5rflrta1t-etc 

- State repression - Bans and banishments 

4.4 1960's: Following the Sharpeville incident ; 
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[THE UNITED FRONT:- WHY DID WE FORM IT? AND HOW APPROPRIATE IS IT TODAY 

1.1NTRODUCTION 

At this stage of our struggle, we need to reflect on the past year or so of 

activity and plan ahead. This is also an opportunity to clear up 

misunderstandings and build greater cohesiveness amongst all of us - not only 

within the Transvaal, but throughout the country. 

This presents us with an immediate challenge of not only focussing our 

attention towards the building of organisations, but also to draw together,in 

a clear and united action , all those forces engaged in the struggle for 

democracy in South Africa. 

In attempting to discuss the role and future of the UDF - it is important to 

recall some of the fundamentals that guide us in our work. 

2.1 OUR OBJECTIVE: is to dismantle apartheid and replace it with a more just 

and democratic system (as in the Freedom Charter, for those of us who 

subscribe to it). 

Often in the day to day heat of the struggle we forget that our enemy is 

the apartheid system not those whose views differ with ours. 

The next question on which we require clarity is the question of how this 

change will come about. 

3.1 Firstly is it through the actions and work of the few like ourselves or 

the many ; the masses? 

OUR VIEW - the masses are the makers of history. It is they who must 

become the active participants in the struggle - without this there 

cannot be any successful victory. 

It therefore becomes imperative to evaluate our organisational activities 

in such a way that we draw the maximum participation of the broad masses 

- through mobilisation, education, and by stating in clear terms, the 

need for unity, the need to reject attempts by the enemy to divide us on 

racial lines. 

3.2 The second question is how do the masses become effective historical 

forces for change: 

- by each ordinary man and woman acting on his or her own, without common 

goals or purpose? OR 
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UNITED DEMOCRATIC FRONT 

JDF UNITES/ APARTHEID DIVIDES/ 

The UDF President 
P 0 Box 658 
KING WILLIAMSTOWN 
5600 

Dear Comrade Steve 

II C3 1/ 

~3 September 1984 

NATIONAL OFF 

KHOTSO HOUS 
42 DE VJLLJERS 
JOHANNESBUR~ 
P.O. BOX 10366 
TEL: 29-1916 
29-1917 

RE: PAPER ON Fl{ONT {ij 
Since its formation on 20th August, 1983, throughout its national t ~ ¥/ ~ 
and reP,ional formations, the United Democratic Front has been grap- rq?f I 
pling with the problem of developing a connnon understanding of 'l 
front politics, as well as a common approach at the level of tac
tics and strategy. Today, over twelve months later, this seemingly 
mammoth task remains unfulfilled. 

Experiences of the past ei~ht months at the National Conference in
dicate very clearly the seriousness of this problem and the urgent 
need to resolve it. Besides it doth appear like the resolution nof 
~1is problem holds for us best prospects of building t~e Front into 
a powerful Democratic Movement with a well defined direction and 
program. The opposite can only spell doom for the Young Democratic 
Movement. 

To my mind the developments at the P E conference are not alien to 
a new Front, especially when taking into account the fact that most 
of those leading it as well as most of its affiliates are completely 
new to Front politics. Given the inherent strains and stresses of 
fronts, it can be expected that the UDF with a lot of young and ex
perienced leaders, should manifest these problems more glaringly, 
Above all, most of our activists knmv very little about the Congress 
Alliance. They belong to the post 1976 era. It is therefore, defi-
nitely goin~ to take a lot of persuasion on the part of those with 
experience or at least those who had the onportunity to study and 
discuss issues pertaining to Fronts to edu~ate our activists on these 
key questions. 

Having attempted to highlight the problem, I now take this liberty 
on behalf of the N.E.C to ask you to workout a paper on United Fronts. 
I suggest that whilst your paper may draw on the experiences of fronts 
in other countries it must take into account the perculiarities of 
the South African situation. You must also draw on the experiences of 
the United Democratic Front itself. -

Presidents: Osar Mpetha, Albenina Sisulu, Archie Cumede 
Eastern Cape President: Edgar Ngoyl 

Border President: Steve Tshwete 

2/ ....... , ..... ~ 

National Treasurers: Cassim Saloojee, Mewa Ramgobin 
National Publicity Secretary: Mosiuoa 'Terror' Lekota 
National Secretary: Popo Molefe Digitised by the Open Scholarship Programme in support of public access to information, University of Pretoria, 2017.



- 2 -

I think it will be helpful if in the course of discussing your 
topic you could attempt to show the different types of alliances 

and lvhy it is necessary to fonn a particular type in each case. 
Also attempt to shO\V what influences transformation from one 
type of a front into another. Also attempt to show the balance 
between the profile of the Front and that of its affiliates. 

I think this aspect is very important because many of our act
ivists are beginning to ask the following questions:-

(a) Why does the UDF not become a Freedom Charter Front? 

(b) Are we to compromise Freedom Charter for the sake of tiny 
liberal non-Charter organisations? 

(~) Now that the elections are over, is the UDF going to trans
form into a United Democratic Movement OJDMQ? 

(P,) Why does the UDF take a soft line in the face of attacks by 
the Black Consciousness organisations like AZAPO? 

Once completed, your paper will be circulated amongst the act
ivists and affiliates of the UDF for discussion. To this extent 
therefore yours is likely to be one of the most important documents 
of the Front. I therefore advise you to work out quite a comprehen
sive paper. 

Please fonvard your paper to the National Office on or before the 
25 September, 1984. 

Sorry for the short notice. We are under pre~sure and would like 
N.E.C, members to discuss the draft before the N.E.C sitting on 
29-30 September, 1984. 

Congratulations on success against elections, 

We are looking forward to even greater successes in the post elect
ion period. 

Yours in the struggle, 

POPO MJLEFE 
GENERAL SECRETA'R.Y 
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_!..!.LY.,~ITEO m:MnCnATIC l="nnNT /\NO TilE :3Tnllr.r,t_E Trm f·J/\Tif.lr,r/\L llEfiJilCili\CY .-"Aj / 
~ TEVE' TSHI.IIETE. ------·-···- - ···-·--··-'----IV , ~, 

-· INTRG~ORY REMAf1KS ~·c. If 11 
;' I r1t' 

rom the outset I want to dispel some siTry no Lions in thr.? heot1s of 'OJ u( 
eading members of the ruling clique and their henchmen on the n'a ture 

3nd role of the United Democratic Front in the struggle fur national 
liberation. With ell the fanaticism of a reactionary they cling to 
~he word "Front", twist its meaning and then attach ~~nnotations to 
:Jrove the lie that the organisation is nothing else other than a 
jisplay window of some banned o~ganisations. Out we know.that they 
3re feeding their gullible auijience with false information. We are 
clear in our minds that the position they have taken agaipst the UDF is 
3 position typic~! of all und~mocratic and fascist cliques throughout 
:he world. \Jie have seen it 'in Hitler's Germany, in Spain and in 
:lortugal. The peoples of Zimbab111e, Mozambique and else11Jhere in 1\frica, 
... atln America and Asia have gone through similar ex,perien.ces. 
=-ortunately for the democratic movement in 3outh Africa, there is v---I\ 
'lathing new in the allegations which are intended to tlrive us to the ·I -

T.P. stand where we should watch the march pnst of lha forces of 
reaction, oppression and explol tat ion without. li ftiny even a finger. 
In the period preceding lts ban in l96n, the ANC was branded a 
communist organisation - some front of the Communist Party of Suuth 
nfrica. Not that the Nationalist Party intellectuals did not know thnt 
: ong before the coming into being of the CPS/\, and five full y~ars bP.forP. 
'-he seizu~e of power by the Aolshevil<s in Tsnrist f'lussin, the ANC was 
~!ready hatched by the incubator of raci~t oppre~siun und exploitction 
right inside South Africa. The situation has not changed from what it 
~as then. Instead it has become even worse. Rut they wuuld lil<e 
everybody else to believe in th~ mythn of an ~agitator" behind any 
genuine resistance against the uarbarinm of Rparth~id society. They 
~o.rould not accede to the fundamental truth that the "agitator", in fact, 
is political deprivation, econ~mic strangulation, the squalor in the 
ghettos t ~~reed removals and resettlements, the group are'Hn act, the pe~!'s 
laws, unequal and ethnic educcotion, miyrant lnbour, the balkanisation 
of a fatherland into dust-tracks cnllnt! lwmelands, increaser! rrmtals, 
etc., etc. Yes that is the "~gitatnr". 
The Nationalist Government has arrogAtr•cl Lu itself the pnsit.ion of n 
god, and has elevated the greenery aruunr.l its rasidenr:'3 in Cape T01r.1.n- .... 
to some r.arden of Eden of some sort. ·r h('!re, Afld in lht;! tranquj li ty of 
comfort and plenty, they must sit down, ~nd, in their own im~ge, c~rv~ 
an ideal model the type of man they want. tn that arrogant inn•Jcence, 
they parade stark naked before the god of impartial history without 
even a scrap of morality to crJver their nakedness. 

2. THE FRllNT 

Ule are a front organisation. No aroJ ogle~.. Like any o·thnr front anywhere 1 

in the worl-d, we are a mou~hpiece t'f .,. numher of organisations whose 
short and long term espire~tions nre 9iven I'!Xpression l'lnd uuthenticatcd 
in the unity in action t1.1hlch we alone, at this poo.i.nt in t.i111e, c;:,n 
effectively forge. The organisation5 we renre~ent are all lowful and 
onerate within the four corners of ttd;. country. 
tJot a single one of thuse organisC~tinrr!'; h::.s tle!;cendP.d, rr:>nciy mndP., from 
outer space upon the demucratic nnd pence-lt1ving pe•_rple nf inuth /\fri ca. 
On the contrary, these organis<1tions iHP. ,lite direct prot!uct of objectivP. 
ree~lity in a country that has gone st.rt"n~ll? to demnr:r<1cy. Though 111e 

cannot bo<Jst of any ideolo~.1ical hf'lmor.JF?IlPity I'IS n front, t.he nqJnnj !.'ation~ 
at our command are none the lP.ss cr_>mrdtt.ed to the ideal of;::, united, fr~e 
and democratic non-racial South 1\frir:R,· in IJ;hich LhP. will nf th~ f!E'!Ople, 
anj not the will of a cli11ua, :;hr~ll ilr?:•r Sttmy. Thr1t is t.hn primnry 
thrust of the U!JF'. 
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11 must keep (l delicate lJalanc.;e Ull the compromise li11e. 

· is not the first time that the apartheid regime has brought together 
.rfer~nt organisations of diverse politicAl persuasions to take a common 
','lnd against it~elf. In "1936, for in~tnnce, the thC?n South 1\frican 
ntiv~ Congress extended an invitation tu all orgnnisations and 
~·dividuals of the oppre!ised to attend a convention in Bloemfont~·in, 
nd there to adopt a common position against the notorious Hertzog Bills. 
t was a popular indaba, comprising political, cultural, religious, and 

~oarts organisations of the oppressed and exploited masses. Jt might not 
~~ve been de~tined to take on a perman~nt form, but certainly it did 
~rove one point of part~cular siynificance to the UDF: that there is 
always room for the oppressed and fighting dem~crats to pool their 
individual efforts. Points of'difference are not ovurriding. l~e can 
always submerge these and project those aspects which bring us together. 
rver the passage of time, wi t,h persuasion and discu!-sion, the edges may 
tecome blunted, suspicious di~sipitated and unity achieved. nnd the 
!: est workshop ~t:here such unity can be hammered is the- field of action. 
r:.s long as we agree to resist and work tug~ther to attain certnin immediate 
;oals, so long will tt1e possibility of ultimate unily be o~certnined. 
r·y point here is vindicated by the campaigns that were mounted by our 

eople during the second world war. I wunt to singl~ out thn Alexandra 
~us boycott - one of the longest and bitterest in living memory. 
~ithout ologging you with much detail, the outstanding achievement in so 
far-as this campaign was concerned is the fact that, perhaps for the 
~ir~t time in the history of the liberation struggle, we witnessed a 
~,ontaneous expression of solidarity, in pa~ticular by the Indian community 
! ·· Johannes~urg, with the people of Alexander. We ~re told that some 
... mbers of the Indian community would wake •Jp early in the •~torning, walk 
~he long distance from rordsburg to Alexander to catch up with the throng 
'-=r marching commuters. The process would be repeai.':!d in the evening. 

hat is of relevance ta us in this example is the fRet that this expression 
. r solider! ty was not as a result of a resolution l1y the South African 
:ndian Congress. nn the contrary, the re~ponse munt be seen as a product 

r their objective reality in ~outh Africa at a tir11e when the popular 
Elogans in ~frikanerdom were: "Kaffir op sy plek" und "Koelle uit die 
: ;.'lnd". In the circumstances "Kaffir" and "l<oelie" had enough cause to 
::;ume together ag~inst the common enemy inr.pi te of l•lhatever other 
:· i f.ference might have been there between the two. And of. importance 
,., gain is the fact. that the unity of th~ t1t~O wns not 111renched in a • 

onference room, but that it was forged in the the~trc of a practice! 
·. ~· hlhen doctors Xuma and Oaduo came together in 19116 as leaders 
.. espectively of the ANC and the Indian f.rmgress trJ inaugurate the Congress 
=·.lliance in the ~arne of Dadoo-Xuma Pact, they were merely giving formal 
endorsement of an idea already clinched nt mass level. 
This Pact was in a very realistic sen9e o front. Jt was deniyncd to co 
~rdinate and direct campaigns. The two communities could s~eak with one 

·....,.alee and march forward in one step. Connultatian, oh! yes! consultation, 
jlscussion, patience and persuasion are sume of the outstanding attributes 
Jlhich gave a long span of life to the fr•Jnt. In due course, and again 
as a result of two fascJ.st bent in -:uuth 1\fric:n afte.r the seizure of 
~ower by the ~alan clique, the 1946 front was enlarged immediately after 
tt1e 1952 Defiance Campaign to comprise such orgnnisations as the Congress 
~f Democrats. and the Coloured Peoples Congress. This formation was 
called the Congress Alliance. 
ln 1954 the 'iouth African Conyress or Trade Unions 111as to be the 5th 
member. The most significant difference I.Jr.tween this front and the UDF 
is the fact that all affiliate organisations, ~iACTU excerted, 111ere 
political organisations wl th one iueoluui cal per~ui'!sion. 
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Thn t 1 s not lhe case 1111 th our Ill If. I hn t, ll f cuut·!le, r.lnt~s IHll mean 
thnt the Congress front rlid nuL hnvn problems. They were there ancl 
some of tlrem had an ethnic li nyc>. nut t.hese problems cuuld ~nd 11•ere 
surmounted - and not by cr.•n' Illllt<~l.ion And nbuse. Consul cntion and 
constant consultation, di!"CIJ!.Jr.j on nnd persun:d(Jn formed t.llr:: open 
:;esame. 
For ft is importaMt, comr·ades, to understand that di ffr~renoes between 
the people cannot and should not be 5olved in any other wny. nr 
course we need to distinguish here between healthy and unhealthy 
differences. The former are genuine and stru9yle-orientated while 
the latter ere· a produr:t of selfcentredness, reaction and miGchief 
making and carry all the attributes uf a clique. ns a matter of 
principle we do not waste. our time r·nd sacr.ifice progress once this 
reactionary trend hal'~ been diagnosed. tt is precisely 'In that score 
that the Leballo clique had to be dealt !•rith all the contempt they 
deserved at the Congres·h of the People in lB5~. 
~ne other difference between tl1e UDF and the Congress Alliance 
consisted in the fact that the lntl.er hnd a spearhead in the name 
of the ANC, whereas the UDF cannot boast of such a fact. This is 
Cl gleKing omission. Should we I.Jriafly luuk at other front 
organisations eb;ewhere in the u•nrld to follow tile argument uf"a 
spearhead! Let's take the National UberDtion Front in Vietnam. It 
was a tremendously huge alliance uf all political, cultural and 
religious persuasions. Normally it would ba difficult to bring these 
grounings together for any sustoin~rl period of timA in the ~bsence 
of ttJe common enemy- F"rnnch and .Jnlcr f\m{~ricnn imperinlism. nut 
the L~o Oong party not only brmJ~]ht thern t.nyeth~r, but <'lso served 
as spearhead - the pace setter or .long teran objectives. In thnt 
position it understood th:.~t tl11~ flhudists, for instance, trlllllld nut go 
beyond the exnulsion uf imperitr.lism cH1cl the est.nbli5hn,ont of a 
People's Democracy. 
Similarly with the Partisan Fronts in eastern Europe during Hitler's 
occupation of the continent. The vnrious communist pt~rties in these 
countties served aJ spearheads ~f extremely broad fronts, some 
affili'\Jtes of whic;h had no ~;ympCltlaies nt all with is!;ues like the 
dictatorship of ttle proletoriat. 1\nd significantly enough for us 
the marxist pArtie:, in £Ill these fr•Hlt5 did nut project their own 
programmes over and above thuse uf offiliates. ~hilst the working 
class position had"to be 5trenuthend it was observed that in a 
compromiso position like a front, tact nnd skill must take preq~dancc. 
You dbn't denounce that other wing ~s bourgeois and retrograde, 
You don't call that one a l~ckey ul so and so and dub lhat one as a 
centre-piece or progress and be~uty in the front. You must just 
understand his weaknesses and sllortcumings. rlnce these have been 
discovered and once, therefore, the distancP. he is prepared to 

vtravel in the long march to a PeQplcs Oay of South Africa, has 
been determined it is your re~p~nsibility to rersuadn him to take 
another short mile with you. It is persuanion all the way. In 
most instances, depending on the prevailing circumstance5, it is pos~ib 
to win doubtful starters for the entire distance to be travelled. 
The successe-s of tHe co'n'gress Alliance up to the tin~e of the banning 
in 1960, and those of the great Uietn~mese people and the Partisan 
Fronts in eastern Europe and cl~ewhere can be attributed to tl1is 
essential understanding of the compromise nature of a front. 
J\s I have pointed out initially, we are a peculiar front in the 
!>ense that we do not have a sper.:rhend organisation; nncl as thinys 
are at the moment I do nut sec ourselves cummanding one. ~hat then 
becomes our strategy? For it is a cper•rht!_ad_ crgrtniemt.ian t.hflt m~st_ 
11 o1 !~ !_ c;_~_!_l y_ ad va_~c~cl,__t h~mo s t con~ ~_r::!_u s __ fl2£f~~E=~J>orn_ e-Lt~n~e-111£! ~ 
is hi st_Qr_h:e-1-n_- endaweCIIJi th ~he cl ea rf;!~J:. __ ,il~__f~E!P~~g_JJ __ o f._ p}E:!_ f!..I?X.-~--.-''!-1-JlQ..• 
1!1t1-ich~i_tJ,J:el orga_f"!£~ij~iQn. in- the UQ.F'_._r;:~~ ar~o_gate to l_~:;_e_!_f_ that 
task o!:_ _1 ead£!:l:~C~~h_e .~_r-~nt?. F" or, 1 et us notllTuTf'Cl'i:Ji' s el v7s' ·~ uuth 
ltrtpel'IaliSiTlwoura ITI<e ·t·o ·-i-nfluance the coursP. of events 1n 
J\frica which is their workshop in the continent. 
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Ttmy ~re heavily invested in Lh.i.n country nnrl nlnca thP.y kno•11 from lilt' 
own b1 tter experience thn t ap<~ rt.heirl Is nn! here to 5 tny, they 1uoul d 
lil<e to so manipulate thinys that when ul tlm<Jtcly npartlu-!id dues go 
they have secured a jockey from within the democratic movement La 
safeguard their interests. They have tried in th~! pnst tll win to 
their side such or gani sati ons a~ the PAC and t.he black con!:.ci o.usness 
herd. But all these groupings proved incompetent, and in 'd~spair, 
imJ:~erialism t.hought they had gut their man in one Bantur-;tan pupr:;et 
who has also proved a disaster. My worry, comrades, is that 
imperialism may see the UDF as a hunting ground for its potential cha1 
~hich puts me back to my question a~ to what should be our strategy 
in the absence of a spearhead. :;;ay I therefore sugge!:t the following 
alternative: 

(a) Sink individual leaders and pro-ject a collective l·e\'dership 
as suggested in the precediny NEC; 

(b) Evolve a coherent ;:~nd more functional executive com111lttee; 

(c) Project the progressive syrubols uf our stru1,.1gle nnd highlight 
the anti-imperialist nature of the democratic slruggl~. 

For lack of space and time I b~g not discus~ the thrne. 

3. OEPlOrl'lACY IJIIT!IIN T'!E F"'1flN r 

So much ha!'; been said about Lhis at voriuuc; levels.thet J find it 
superfluous to beiabour the point. r~c111e the less allo11.r rn~ to make 
the fallowiTig corn'ment. 
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consciuusru'!ss we nre hinluricnlly 111Jliu1~cJ Lu inve~l n lu:.t uf trust 
in our union leaders, r~nrJ by !Hl d .. j nq t;,e nhnJ 1 lli'lV£? cl osP.rf tllP. rfonr!i 
ag<~inst opp.;rtunist ayitntor~ nntl ll! .. •rnaqoyues ~s1ho miyh.t tw inspired 
with the idea of derailing r..>ur strugqle. Similnrly IIJith other 
affiliate organisations. lit the snm~ time nu individual member of 
the UDF' - no matter hbw prominent his profile must be allowed to tnkr 
upon himself the res11onsibili ty of 11egotiating behind th~ flacks of tt·, 
workers leaders since that is one surest way of disarming the toilinc 
masses. The key word is always and everyt11here CrJW'il ll rr, T T flN. In tlli ~
way we shall have ensured democracy within the nffiliate urganisatior 
and consequently strengthened the UDF. 

4. TRANSFOn.MATtON OF Hlf:.....ill![. 

the os -Kuorn_~ and tricnmrrQI mu~t be trnnnforme1 
into a all ca · art • My own persuasion in this regnrd is that thr 
necessity s forced upon· us by the dictutes of objective conditions 
then we have no alternative but tu do so. But T want to believe tha 
at the moment,such a move could only spell danger for the good work 
has been done and the'lol:. thnt rr.mnin::; tube accumplislled in the 
foreseeable future. The advanto9e of the nresent pgise Is that 111e 

re in a osition to command infl ~on the broad ma~se~ o 
our peo11le by reason o organi sa ti •mal rnerubersh • In l:.h s 111ay accc: 
tQ t e peon e 1s ar more enhanced than it would be in a ~ituation 
111hnre we relived on individual membership. In the currr~nt year -
thanks to the I'ISC and the anli-eltH;tion camflaign - we hOJve l:.raver::;erl 
even thuse areas u•here ~q] i tic.s wan a strange concept. !de have been 
able to temper our people in the urbon ~nd plattelnnd nrean in a mnn 
that has no parallel in history. Thrr)U!Jh affiliate orgnnisntions lt1 
UDF became a household wo1·ld. Tn that manner we had tal<an our struu 
to almost every home and thereb · 'ected the mass nntu e of our 
cause. would have been difficult to score t.hes11 resnunding victn 
hAd we been constituted ot:.erwi.se. The task that lies ahead is quiL 
mom•entous: we hava to reach thuso th:..lusnnds of our people h:herevP.r 
they are, appeal to them not a~ iru.Jividuals but as !lrganisations. 
In the-Karoo, Northern Tronsvanl .;~nd thr? O.F .S. P.ffective UOF pre!:ien 
can only be made when the populnr nrgnni!;f'tifJns t.hat t~~ere set up dur 
lhe r.nti-election Cl"lntp~irJn r~re cum;olic.Jnl.ed Dnu given direction, the 
rallying point at all mat,.rial ti1:oes being the conditiunr. un.dFJo.r :uhic 
thF! reoplea find themselves nn., d1'!y ln dr;y bn:>is. ·:o t.hnl in fi3 fn! 
the future of the Front is c:'Jncernec.J my r~eling is tla:1t •·:n maint.ai1, 
front noture and broaden our scope of activity. 
The anti-election campaign has enhanced the prcstigo uf the Front. 
The government and its puppets mere on the run, as they 
as long as they remain strange tn truth. Jhe clampdown 
leadership and the brutal shnntim of our people in the 

enhanced by the success o the cnmpa~yn, which the racist yovernmenl 
has became more of a skunk. Out this does not mean we should be 
victory drunk. ~t means more work. more mobilisation nnd more 
vi ilance- against o orLuni ties who me~y seek to cliruu un the cre:.t 
tile oresen wave of anger. 

5. THE UDF AND HIE FREED!llll Clll\lHER. 

Comrades I ca·nAot see how any organisation can be in a position to 
up with a better set of demands than tho~e enshrined in t.his ever g 
document. At the same time any attempt to formulnte a watered-dowr 
version of those demands is certainly a sP.11-out. position in the 

G,l • ••• • 
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r:ontelCt if thr. PTI'lr.ent nlrUIJI.JJ I"' • "fl>r'! pn11plP. uf :;aut.h 1\ft•ica have gon 
a very long way to reach the KJ. i; lmttn pinn~c.l P. in 1955. For us, 
35 years later, to shun these lleme~ndc:; tt•uuld be nutright recnnciJ.icotior 
with the status quo and imperinlism. I agree th~t Le Gran ~·s l"nk 
Ct'Use would be stren the ned but, 111e know an ever oc1y in his ri ht ser 
knows at the Freedom Charter s an was never an At-!C documenL 
The 1\NC had its own documents like the Constitution, the 9i'Jl of nigh 
and African Claims. The FC belongs t11 the people of South nfrica and 
at this point of our struggle there is no rea.son why we should not 
adopt it as an alterne~t1ve to the rAcist constitution. Everyone of 
those 10 points can be used to rally our people anywhere in South 
Africa. It has been hai~ed throuyhout the Africon continent as a piec 
of realistic document. 'The progressiv~ internatlon~l mankind has 
applauded it at various·•forums os an ideal alternntive. Nelson 
Mandela and Anderson remain fanc.irmled with it right up to now. 
The messes have coined" moving su11gs out uf every puint in lhe llJ. 
The masses of our people love it nnd need to know i"t deP.per. Those 
of our aff ilie~te t11ho may sti 11 enl.ert~in avnrsinns nqCiinst it need tn 
be educated about it in a persu;,sivP. and tactical mnnner. 

TO SUI'! liP: 
L iJNG liVE UOF 

LONG LIVE 'JUR rnESTOFI'HS 

1\ TftnU'31\NO YEARS r:nrH·:rL f\! 
AfqA NOL 1\ l 
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·'liE' !J.t'J IT EO OEM11CRA TIC FRONT 1\NQ._J!!§:_~_t._n_L_J_Gr;L E r nn N/\ T I 01\IJ\L OEriJOr.nACY 
:TEVE' TSHWETE. -~-----=-

INTROOUCTOAY nEMAnKS 

:-rom the outset I want to dispel some silly notions in the heatis of 
_eading members of the ruling clique and their henchmen on the hature 
and role of the United Democratic Front in the struggle for national 
liberation. With all the fanaticism of a reactionary they cling to 
~he word "Front", twist its meaning and then attach c~nnotations to 
:>rove the lie that the organisation is nothing else other than a 
jisplay window of some banned organisations. 8ut we know that they 
3re feeding their gullible au~ience wittt false information. We are 
clear in our minds that the position they have taken against the UDF is 
3 position typical of all undemocratic and fascist cliques throughout 
':.he world. We have seen it 'iii llitler's Germany, in Spain and in 
~ortugal. The peoples of Zimbabwe, Mozambique and elsewhere in Africa, 
-atin America and Asia have gone through similar experiences. 
=ortunately for the democratic movement in South Africa, there is 
,othing new in the allegations which are intended to drive us to the 
-l.T .P. stand where we should watch the march past of the forces of 
reaction. oppression and exploitation without lifti1ty even a finger. 
In the period preceding lts ban in 196n, the ANC was branded a 
communist organisation - some front of the Communist Party of South 
Africa. Not that the Nationalist Party intellectuals did not know that 
long before the coming into being of the CPSA, and five full years before 
the seizu~e of power by the Bolsheviks in Tsarist nussia, the ANC was 
already hatched by the incubator of racist oppression and exploit8tion 
right inside South Africa. The situation has not changed from what it 
was then. Instead it has become even worse. Rut they would like 
eVerybody else to believe in the myths of an "agitator" behind any 
genuine resistance against the barbarism of apartheid society. They 
IIJOUld not accede to the fundamental truth that the "agi tatar", in fact, 
is political deprivation, econQmic strangulation, the squalor in the 
ghettos, t-orced removals and resettlements~ the group aren5 act, the pass 
laws, unequal and ethnic educc-tion, migrant labour, the balkanisation 
of a fatherland into dust-tracks cnllP-d humelands, increased rentals, 
etc., etc. Yes that is the "agitator". 
The Nationalist Government has arrogat£.>d lo itself the position of o 
god, and has elevated the greenery around its residence in Cape To~~J.n
to some r.arden of Eden of some sort. There, and in the tranquility of 
comfort and plenty, they must sit down, and, in their own image, carve 
an ideal model the type of man they want. Tn that arrogant innocence, 
they parade stark naked before the god of impartial history without 
even a scrap of morality to cover their nakedness. 

2. THE FRflNT 

l.de are a front organisation. No apologies. Like any othnr front anywhere 
in the world, we are a mouthpiece tlf A number of organisations whose 
short and long tP.rm aspirations are given ~xpression and authenticated 
in the unity in action which we alone, at this point in ti•ne, c;:~n 
effectively forge. The organisations we repre~ent are all 1a•Jiful and 
operate within the four corners of this country. 
Not a single one of those organisatinns has de!>cend~d, reAdy mnde, from 
outer space upon the democratic nml pe;,ce-loving pe•Jple nf irJuth Africa. 
On the contrary, these organisation!: an'! the direct product of objective 
rea.li ty in a country that has gone st.r""'Je tu denmcrt"cy. Though 111e 
cannot bonst of any ideoloyical h•lmO•.JP.IlPi ty r-~s n front, lhe Cll'IJ<lni sr-ttinn!'> 
at our command are none the less curn":itted to the ideal of o united, frr:?e 
and democratic nun-racial South 1\frir:n, in 11;hich lhe will nf the people, 
and not the will of a cli11ue, sh<1ll LH:!:•r 5111ny. Ttmt is thf'! primnry 
thrust of the UDF. 
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~d 'liS must keep a delicate balance on the compromise li11e. 

: t i! not the first time that the apartheid regime has brought together 
:ifferent organisations of diverse politicnl persuasions to take a common 
:'':and against it~elf. In 1936, for in~tonce, the thC'n South /\frican 
• 9tivP Congress extended an invitation tu all organisations anu 
individuals of the oppressed to attend a convention in Bloemfont~·in, 
~ ~d there to adopt a common position against the notorious Hertzog Bi 11 s. 
~t was a popular indaba, comprising political, cultural, religious, and 
soorts organisations of the oppressed and exploited masses. It might not 
have been destined to take on a permanent form, but certAinly it did 
~rove one point of particular siynific~nce to the UOF: that there is 
elways room for the oppressed an~ fighting dem~crats to pool their 
individual efforts. Points of difference are not overriding. We can 
elways submerge these and project those a5pects which bring us together. 
~ver the passage of time, wit~ persuasion and discussion, the edges may 
t ecome blunted, suspicious eli ssipi tated and unity achieved. . nnd the 
test workshop where such unity can be hammered is th~ field of action. 
f..s long as we agree to resist and work together to attain certain immediate 
;oals, so long will the possibility of ultimate unity ~e ascertained. 
~y point here is vindicated by the campaigns that were mounted by our 
=eople during the second world war. I w~nt to single out the Alexandra 
tus boycott - one of the longest and bitterest in living memory. 
Lithout alogging you with much detail, the outstanding achievement in so 
far es this campaign was concerned is the fact that, perhaps for the 
:irFt time in the history of the liberation struggle, we witnessed a 
:oontaneous expre5sion of solidarity, in particular by the Indian community 
_n Johannesburg, with the people of Alexander. We ~retold that some 
:-embers of the Indian community would wake up early in Lhe noorning, walk 
~he long distance from rordsburg to Alexander to catch up with the throng 
::-f marching commuters. The process would be repeat.P.d in the evening. 

hat is of relevance to us in this example is the fact that this expression 
·= f solidarity was not as a result of a resolution hy the South African 
: ndian Congress. :1n the contrary, the response mun t be seen as a product 
-:f their objective reality in ~outh Africa at a tin•e when the popular 
slogans in ~frikanerdom were: "Kaffir op sy plek" and "Koelle uit die 
:.. and". In the circumstances "I< a ffir" and "J<oelie" had enr:~ugh cause to 
come together ~gainst the co~mon enemy inspite of whatever other 
difference might have been there between the two. And of importance 
:;:; gain is the feet that the unity of the two wns no':. 111renched in a • 
=onference room, but that it was forged in the theRtrc of a practica! 
struggle. When doctors Xuma and Oadoo came together in 19~6 as leaders 
=espectively of the ANC and the Indian Congress tu inaugurate the Congress 
~lliance in the name of Oadoo-Xuma Pact, they were merely giving formal 
endorsement of an idea already clinched at mass level. 
This Pact was in a very realistic sen~e a front. It wa~ designed to co 
~rdinate and direct campaigns. The two communities could speak with one 
voice and march forward in one step. Con~ultation, oh! yest consultation, 
discussion, patience and persuasion are some of the outstandiny attributes 
u~hich gave a long span of life to the front. Tn due course, and again 
as a result of two fascist boent in ·:outh /\frica after the seizure (Jf 
~ower by the ~alan clique, the 1946 front was enlarged immediately after 
the 1952 Defiance Campaign to comprise such orgnnisations as the Congress 
of Democrats. and the Coloured Peoples Congress. This formation was 
called the Congress Alliance. 
In 1954 the 'iouth 1\fric~n Conyress of Trade Unions tua!; t£1 be the 5th 
membar. The most significant difference ~ctween this frnnt anu the UDF 
is the fact that all affiliate organisations, ~ACTU excepted, were 
political organisations with one ideological persu?.sion. 
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Thnt is not the case 111ith our llllr. Jhnt., of cournP, r.ll•!.'!s nol mean 
that the Congress front did nut lmve problems. They were there and 
some of them had an ethnic tiny~?. nut these problems cuuld c:ond to•'.:!re 
surmounted- and not by cunfrontntion ~nd abuse. Consultntion and 
constant consultation, di!:'cussion f!IH.l persuasion formed the open 
sesame. 
For it is important, comrades, to understand that di ffruenoes between 
the people cannot and should not be solved in any other way. nf 
course we need to distinguish here between healthy and unhealthy 
differences. The former are genuine and struggle-orientated whilf"! 
the latter are a product of selfcentredness, reaction and miactlief
making and carry all the attributes of a clique. As a matter of 
principle we do not wast~ our time rnd sacrifice progress once this 
reactionary trend ha~ been diagnosed. It is precisely on that score 
that the Leballo clique had to be dealt with all the contempt they 
deserved at the Congres·s of the People in 1955. 
nne other difference between the I.JDF and the Congress /\lliance 
consisted in the fact that the lntler had a spearhead in the name 
of the ANC, whereas the UDF cannot boast of such a fact. This is 
a glaxing omission. Should we briefly louk at other front 
organisations elsewhere in the ~~~nrld to follow tl•e argument uf a 
spearhead! Let's take the National Liberctlon Front in Vietnam. It 
was a tremendously huge alliance of all political, culturai and 
religious persuasions. Normally it would be difficult to bring these 
grounings together for any sustainPrl period of time in the absence 
of t~e common enemy - French and lnler Rmericnn imperialism. nut 
the la.o Oong party not only brought them t.oyeth(u, but .-lso served 
as spearhead - the pace setter of long term objectives. In that 
position it understood that the 11hudi ~; ts, for ins lance, ••wul d not go 
beyond the expulsion of imperialism and the establishment of a 
People's Democracy. 
Similarly with the Partisan Fronts in eastern Europe during Hitler's 
occupation of the continent. The various communist parties in these 
countries served as spearheads of extremely broad fronts, some 
affili"tes of which had no ::;ymputhies at EJ!l with issues like the 
dictat~rship of the proletariat. And significantly enough for us 
the marxist p~rtie~, in ~11 these fr•Hlts did not project their own 
~rogrammes over and above those of affili~tes. ~hilst the working 
class position had to be stren4thend it was observed that in a 
compromise position like a front, tact and skill must take prec~dence. 
You don't denounce that other wing as bourgeois and retrograde. 
You don't call that one a lackey of so and so a~d dub that one as a 
centre-piece of progress and beauty in the front. You must just 
understand his weaknesses and shortcomings. flnce these have been 
discovered and once, therefore, tt1e distance he is prepared to 
travel in the long march to a Peoples Oay of South Africa. has 
been determined it is your renponsibility to persuad~ him to take 
another short mile with you. It is persuasion all the way. In 
most instances, depending on the prevailing circumstances, it is possible 
to win doubtful starters for the entire distance to be travelled. 
The successes of the Congress Alliance up to the time of the banning 
in 1960, and those of the great Vietnamese people and the Partisan 
Fronts in eastern Europe and al~ewhere can be attributed to this 
essential understanding of the compromise nature of a front. 
As I have pointed out initially, we are a peculiar fronl in the 
sense that we do not have a spenrhend organisation; and as thinys 
ere at the moment I do not see ourselves commanding one. ~hat then 
becomes our strategy? ror it is a ::;pe:,rhead org:.':lisation ~hat mos~ 
politically advanced, that most conscious factor 1n an all1ance wh1ch 
is historically endowed with the clearest perception of the next ~lep? 
~hich political organisation in the uor can arrogate to itself that 
task of leading the Front? For, let us not bluff ourselv7s,_ th 
imperialism would like to influence the course uf events 1n ,ou 
Africa which is their workshop in the continent. 
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ThP.y ?re heavily. invested in tlli" country ~nrf !;ince they knotl.l from their 
o~n b1tter exp7r1.ence thnt apartheid is nnt here tn 5Lny, they UJould 
llke to so manl.pulate thinys tlwl IJJhen ultimately nparthE-!id does go 
they have secured a jockey from within the democratic movement to 
safeguard their interests. They have tried in th!:! pn!:.t to win to 
their side such organisations a5 the PAC and the black consciousness 
herd. But all these groupings proved incrJmpetent, and in ·d~spair, 
imreriali sm t.hought they had gut their man in one Bantus tan puppet 
who has also proved a disaster. My worry, comrades, is that 
imperialism may see the UOF as a hunting ground for its potential·charge 
~lhich puts me back to my question as to what should be our strategy 
in the absence of a spearhead. :·;:ay I therefore sugye~t the following 
alternative: 

(a) Sink individual leaders and project a collective 1-e~dership 
as suggested in the precediny NEC; 

(b) Evolve a coherent and more functional executive committee; 

(c) Project the progressive syr11bols of our stru•:~gle nnd highlight 
the anti-imperialist nnture of the democratic struggle. 

For lack of space and time I beg nut discuss the three. 

3. Q[MOr P.ACY \JIIT!IIN T'!E Ff1flNT 

So much has been said about this at 
superfluous to belabour the point. 
the following comment. 

voriuus levels that J find it 
None the l~ss allow me to mak~ 

I have designated a front org<HlisaLion as a com;!rumise po~i tion. 
That implies a give-and-take situation. Don't be uver-exerting and 
over-demanding. Allow a certain mea~:ure or flexibility tt~i thin the 
broad framework of our policy. 1\s an executive cornruiLlee we should 
be able to take decision and formulate nolicy. At no single point 
in time should we ever address ourselves to affiliate~ tt~ithout a particu 
bias•oTl any given issue. This i5 important and allows you the privilege 
of influencing the cou~se events. It is a privileged position because 
the perspective of any executive nt any level will always be wider 
than that of affiliates who nec~~s~rily must be able lo ~ee only as 
far as their limited affilir~te horizons. Onr.e ynu hove comn,unicatr.d 
your vie111 to your affilir.:tes ynu ruu!;t nut entertein ideas that .is is 
gospel. The affilietes must di!:;cus:; your vie11rpoint, criticise it, rejec 
it or endorse it. In turn their own s~.anclpoint is transmitted to the 
executivP which, in turn, after tletermining the most popular viewpoint 
go b<tck to the affiliates and acquaint them with the lntest detail. 
No matter how strongly one felt about one's particul~r point of view 
once a popular decision has b~en struck it becomes immediately binding 
on all ~ffillates. No dissent will be <tllowed. ~therwise if one 
continues to cling to one's standpoint against the majori.ty view and 
continues to cnnvas the defeated position then one is opernting a clique 
and obstructing ac~ion and progre~~. Tllis tendency must be exposed 
to all affiliates in a political anr~lysis ll!hich must underline the 
destructive nature of cliques in;_! people's front, and urithin lhe 
affiliate organisation's thnmselves. 
At the same time no orgr>llisP.tion must usurp its pupul~rity and 
unilaterally decide on a c<~mpaiyn qithout consultation with the most 
relevant organisation in relation to that campaign. To illw:;trale: 
COS AS cannot uni latet ally decide on ;~ slay-away 11ti lhuut prior 
consultation with the sister labuur union affiliates, nor can any 
tzade union unilaterally call upon students to boycott cla~ses. 
Mistakes of this nature aLe bound to rock the front and cause disunity. 
'-''e must not undermine the vnrious lF.aderships of the diverse organisatiu 
at our command if we seek to advance revolutionary wurk. The working 

.class, the sp~~rhead of the s!ru~gle in South Rfrico tud~y, h?s evolved 
its own leadership aver the yenrs, and in order to promote l!.rurking class 

5/ ... 
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~onsclousncns we nre hinloricnlly ll!Jliued tu inve!;;L ,., lu~t uf trust 
1n our union leaders, Clnd by !W d .. inq '~'e shnll hrlVe closed thP. doors 
against opp.;rtunist ayitators flru.l uemayogues 111ho miuht be inspired 
wit~ ~he idea of derailing our struggle. Similarly 111ith other 
affJ.llate organisations. At t.hc sornc time no incJividual member of 
the UDF' - no matter hbw prominent l1is profile must be allowad to take 
upon himself the resr>onsibility of negotiating behind th~ backs of the 
workers leaders since that is une surest way of disarming the toiling 
masses. The key word is ah;ays and everytuhere C~lWilll rr,TTntL In this 
way we shall have ensured democracy ~lthin the Affiliate organisations 
and consequently strengthened the UDF. 

4. TRANSF'ORMATTON OF 1HE UDF. 

Recently, end possibly currently, ideas have been flung that the 
UDF in the post-Kuornhof and tricameral situation must be transformed 
into a political party. My own persuasion in this regard is that the 
necessity is forced upon us by the c.Jictates of objective conditions 
then we have no alternative but to do so. But I want to believe that 
at the moment,such a move could only spell danger for the•good work tha 
has been done and the'lot that remoins to be accomplished in the 
foreseeable future. The advanlaye of the present poise is that we 
are in a position to command vast influence among the broad masses of 
our people by reason of organi sa ti •mal membership. In lhi s way access 
to the people is far more enhanced than it would be in a situation 
whnre we relived on individual membership. In the current year -
thanks to the ~SC and the anti-election campai~n - we have traverGed 
even those areas 111here lJIJlitics Ilia!' a strange concept. !de have been 
able to temper our people in the urban and plattP.lnnd nreas in a mC~nner 
that has no parallel in history. T hrr)uyh affiliate urg<lni sn ti ons the 
UDF became a hounehold world. Tn that manner we had taken our struggle 
to almost every home and thereby projected the mass nnture of our 
cause. It would have been difficult to score thes• resounding victorie 
had we been constituted oti;erwise. The task that lies ahead is quite 
mom•entous: we have to reach thusu th:..1usnndG of our people h;herever 
they are, appeal to them not n:-; iru.Jividuals but as organisations. 
In the-Karoo, Northern Transva~l and the O.F.s. effective UDF presence 
can only be made when the populnr orgnnisntions that were ~et up durin~ 
the anti-election cC~mpaign ~r~ cunsolidnted end given direction, the 
rallying point at all matP.rial tir~res being thP. conditions unJ.:fe..r which 
the peorlea find themselves on n dny Lo dc.y basis. ·;o thnt in so far a
the future of the Front is concerned my feeling is thnt ,,,e maintnin the 
front nnture and broaden our scone of activity. 
The anti-election campaign has enhanced the nrestig~ of the Front. 
The government and its puppets were on the run, a5 they always must 
as long as they remain strange to truth. The clampdown on lhe UDF 
leadership and the brutal shootiny of our people in tl1e Rand and Vaal 
Triangle are an expresnion of fru~tralion and irn;·nlP.nce. 1\t the same 
it has been amply demonstrated that no force on earth can conquer the 
combined mass acti!.ln of the op~Hessed am..l fighting P.aople uf South Afd 
Even on the international plnn~ Lho UnF position ha~ been tremendously 
enhanced by the success of the campaign, which the racist yovernment 
has become more of a skunk. Out this does not mean 111e shourd be 
victory drunk. It means more tomrk, more mobilis<~tiun and more 
vigilance against opportunities who may seek to cllmu un the crest uf 
the present wave of anger. 

5. THE UDF 1\ND THE FREEOill'l Clll\iHER 

Comrades I can~ot see how any organisation can be in a position to comt 
up with a better set of dem;:mds than those enshrined in t.his ever gree• 
document. At th~ same time any attempt to formulnte a watered-down 
version of tho.se demands is cerlainJy a sell-out position in the 
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context if th,. pr,.~·-P-nt ~lrugq.lr-. lhr pr>c•plr• uf 'iuut.h flfric<l h~ve gone 
a very long way to reach the IO.i lmtrn pinn::Jc.le in 1955. For us, 
35 years later, to shun the!;e !lernC~ndc; 11rnuld be nutriyht reconcili~t.ion 
with the status quo and imperinlism. I agree thAt le ~range's linkage 
cause would be strengthened but 111e knuw and everybody in his right sense 
knows that the Freedom Charter is and was never an ANC document. 
The ANC had its own documents like the Constitution, the B!Jl of Rights 
and African Claims. The FC belongs to the people of South Africa and 
at this point of our struggle there is no reason why we !Ohould not 
adopt it as an altern~tive to the rncist constitution. Everyone of 
those 10 points can be U!'ed to rally our people anywhere in South 
Africa. It has been hai~ecl throuyhout the /\fricon continent as a piece 
of realistic document. The progressive internation~l mankind has 
applauded it at various forums os an ideal ~lternntive. Nelson 
Mandel a and Anderson remain ffl;.d nnl.ed with it right up to now. 
The masses have coined moving songs out nf 1.wery puint in the 10. 
The masses of our peorle love it nnd need t:o know it deP.per. Those 
of our affillnte who may still entertain avnrsinns ngninst it need to 
be ad&.lcated about it in a persu<~sive and tactical mnn11er. 

TO SUM liP: 
VlNG LIVE UDF 

UlNG LIVE '11JR PHESIDHITS 

A HlflU3AND YE 1\r?S I':IHH!rL 1\! 

AMANDLA~ 
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INPUT ON ORGANISATIONAL ASPECTS OF UDF. 

A. Goalsetting 

It is necessary for us to set our sights high, but we should also be 
realistic. An incorrect assessment of what is possible can lead to 
public embarrassment for the Front and can be used to undermine the 
confidence of the people in the Front. Our activists also become de
moralised if they had worked very hard and failed to attain goals we've 
set for ourselves. 

In future proper assessment and planning should take place in all struc
tures which will be expected to contribute to the attainment of a part
icular goal. Logistics should be worked out as far possible before we 
commit ourselves firmly. 

We should also define far more clearly what objectives we have i.e 
whether the emphasis is on depth or high profile activity. During the 
elections we also learnt that is not possible to sustain two intensive 
campaigns with different profiles at the same time (i.e elections & MSC). 

B. Criteria for affiliation 

1. Organisations. The UDF must continue to encourage as many kinds 
of organisations with their interests, irrespective of their size 
or constituency. We should be realistic about the fact that we will 
rel more on some affiliates t do the mass work while that of o hers 
are va uable in other respects. 

Where we
1

need to make a distinction, is in terms of decision-making. 
A formula should be found where numerica1 representation at decision
making. Forums like G.C should be commensurate ~,oljtb the capacity of 
an affiliate to take practical responsiblity to implement decjsjons 
of the Front. 

2. Regions. We should critically assess what the point is at which re
gional status is accorded. It appears as if our earlier motivation 
that inclusion into na~ional structures will stimulate the develop
ment of regions, has hadsome adverse effects. Very often this has 
drained those areas, because of the demands placed on them. They are 
often compelled to respond to activities which were decided on by 
national structures where the pace is determined by the stronger 
region. In the long run this can undermine development. 

We should ~ccept that the core of the UDF will always exist around 
urban areas like Johannesburg, Durban, East London, Port Elizabeth 
& Cape Town. However, fairly substantial structures are developing 
in some of the rural areas which form part of our existing regions. 
~ need to find ways of incorporating tbose areas more directly into 
decision-making of the UDF. because disxances from the towns respop
sible for them 4ften makes this impossible. 

Possible guidelines for the future: 

~d'ft1ons must ha11e been aT'Towed to deveTOj.....to the extent where 
-there is a g,eneral co~il wh.i.cb C&tt ..et" ~tarly and censist 

of affil fate organisations 
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- Organisations in the geographic area, must launch the region 
and apply for national status once they feel they are 1n a 
position to take responsibility for (i) surrounding area 

(ii) national campaigns 

- Re-assess existing regions l.t.o. above criteria 

- Assess whether regional boundaries should be re-defined to 
create smaller more manageable regions. 

C. Decision-making: 

1. Processes: 

We need to strike a balance between the need for !JOE to respond 
s_peed i1 y to crisis and the need f9r a 11 our affiliates to be 
party to and committed to decisions we take. 

Practical proposals in this regard are that agendas of national 
gatherings be sent out timeously and that allowance be made for 
discussion thereof in affiliates and that affiliates be encoutaged 
to make suggestions l.t.o N.E.C agendas. We should accept that we 
will have to respond to urgent issues and take decisions without 
following this procedure. The nature of such discussion and deci
sions should however be disseminated as soon as possible to all 
affiliates. 

2. Autonomy of affiliates in relation to decision. 

It is unhealthy for any of our affiliates to actively go against 
majority decisions taken. We should however understand when some 
affiliates are not in a position to participate actively in some 
of our campaigns. Such affiliates should however be encouraged 
to look at means of playing a supportive role. • 

In terms of our past practice, we need to assess flexibility/aut
onomy and its implications for unity in the Front. 

D. Accountability: 

The formation of the UDF marked a new era of closer co-operation be
tween progressive forces in SA. Most of oyr affiliates do not have 
t.b.e...experience of having worked in an alliance like the UDF. Whi~ 
we encoura ili t t u cam ai ns, we must b ar in m· d 
that the work of o will invariab ve a bearin on the 
work of the rest of the Front. As affiliates, we should feel duti
bound to consult with or at least inform the rest of the Front about 
all campaigns we propose to tackle, particu1ar1y when campaigns will 
be mass based. This can only serve to strengthen sueh campaigns and 
contribute to unity in action. 
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E. Discipline 

Because we are a Front and not a political organisation, the only 
basis in terms of which we can take disciplinary measures against 
any affiliate or individual, is the principle enshrined in our 
declaration, resolutions and working principles. We should endeavour 
to foster sound relationships among our affiliates but we should be 
aware of the UDF's limitations to try and resolve differences among 
organisations especially where those differences arose because of 
dynamics outside of the Front. 

If such transgression does occur, R.E.C's & N.E.C should not be stru
ctures which decide on the form of discipline. Such matters are best 
dealt with collectively through forums like Regional G.C's. 

UDF has no real discipline over individuals in the Front - organisa
tions must take responsibility for their membership. We should how
ever bear in mind that the best guarantee for discipline is to in
culcate a sense of trust and a strong loyalty towards the front and 
its objectives. Drastic disciplinary measures should only be consid
ered after comradely attempts to explain to those at fault, had failed 
or if the fundamental principles of the UDF had been consciously 
flouted. 

F. Strucutres 

We need to assess whether our existing structures are appropriate for 
the work it is inteded to do. The following are some practical propo
sals: 

NGC - s~ould gather only once a year and serve the purpose of an AGM 

- should only take place after regional AGM's 

- representation per region should be determined l.t.o numbers 
only. Regions should decide how best they and their affiliates 
can be represented. 

- we should determine how national formations will be represented 
if the above proposal is accepted 

NEC - to be held less often 

- its work should revolve largely around policy and broad guide-
1 i nes for work 

- emergency NEC's to be called only if regional feedback is not 
the best method at arriving at a national position. Practical 
decisions to be taken by appropriate structures e.g Treasury, 
Secretariat, Publicity dept 

- all reports to be circularised prior to NEC and only matters 
arising to be discussed 

~en the logistics and finances involved in havi~ an NEC._ 
.,._S!lou'fd as~e~~ts size. 
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G. Education & Training 

We are very conscious of the need for far more systematic edu
cation & training of our activists as well as new people who 
are being drawn in. We need to assess whether this is best done 
through permanent, high structures or more informally. 

There are two categories which are not necessarily related. 

1) Equipping our activists with organising skills. This is 
best done when based on practical experience e.g briefing, 
before going into areas & assessments afterwards. 

2) Broadening the political understanding of those within the 
front. Regular open discussions or forums should be encou
raged as long as these do not become substitutes for structures 
like GC to disc~ss policy matters. 

We should look at how experience in this regard can be shared. 

H. Relationship to non-affiliates 

Our emphasis should always be to seek those areas where co-opera
tion is possible. It is important that we should continue to try 
and win over all progressive organisations. 

As far a her ol itical tendencies are conce erious fJ 
consideration shoul be those which have a mass base. By now we 
should be able to be realistic about the areas and nature of co- \~ 
o eration which is ossib • It is our task to ensur d J~1 
t ose n- affiliates never lose sight of the fact that the apartheid 
~tate 1s the enemy and that if anv ideological differences do 
exl" st, we should respect those and not all ow it to undermine the 
ROtential areas of unit~ 
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UllF BORDER : EXTR/,.ORDL'f.{ARY REGIONAL GENERAL COlnlCI7J l/ 
MEETING : RHODES tnUVERSITY : JUNE 10' 1984- I~ G ~ ,, 

SECOND PA..PER : CDE NKENKE STOFILE: 

r.THE ROLE OF THE YOtJrH IN TEE LIBERATION STgUGQ:!!" 

COMRADES, 

My point of departure is that we cannot speak of the Liberation Strug~le 
without first acquainting ourselves with the issues involved in our oppres
sion. Nor can we speak of the role of the youth t.mless we have a clear 
perception of the actors involved in the oppression-liberation scene. Our 
confidence in final victory rests not on the \rlsh or the dream, but on our 
understanding of our own conditions and the historical processes. This -
un~erstsnding must be deepened and must spread to every level of our mcv~_~, 
ment. (;;.!}/. o-

Our fundamental starting point, I think, is to have a clear percept~ ofo/?/' / 
the international nature of the struggle (although I do not intend-going 1v 
into that today). When we have seen that, it becomes clearer to us that- JlOio 
we are caught up in the classic situation of the exploiter versus the ex-- rjJJP. 
ploited; of the bourgeoisie versus the proletariat; of the capitalist ver- ·r 
s~ the wor~er. These two are therefs;-H. ,.,.~ ... t'i:o_.mf~or actors in the situa
t:t.on.-- It J.s true that we have other suo:.;c sses liKe the peasants; the r. 
petty-bourgeois (artisans; handicraftsmen; small shopkeepers, etc) and also tL.
the intelligensia (professional workers; cultural workers; office workers; 
students and other employees). But all these groups fall within the two 
basic class structure: Capitalists and workers, or the bourgeoisie and the 
proletariat. 

Some of you might be saying that I .forgot at least one elass, the "youth 
elass." My categorical answer to such doubts would be, there is no sueh 
class as a vouth class. The group of people usual±y referred to ara 
members of the two maJ.n classes and also of the sub-classas I mentioned 
above. But the youth we are concerned with for our purpose today obviously 
does not come from the bourgeoisie. They usually come from the working 
class; the peasants; the intelligensiai and ~he petty bourgeoisie. They 
are not a youth as a result of any ~ oiter-exploited situation. They 
exist as a result of ot-her factors - age. No\'1 age is no respecter of 
class, nor is it a non-variable. The infant of today will be the youth 
of twenty ye~s to come and the adult of fifty years to come. 

So the youth is an actor in the Liberation Struggle not as a distinct. 
class but as a member of the working class. This does not mean that 'the IYota 
young worker or young student or young intelligensia is obsolete to the 
struggle. By no means. 'tie will come to that later. 11r; 
The nature of our sti-uggle in this country is also basically two-fold. 
The main contGnt of the present stage is the national liberation of the 
most oppressed group -- the Black people. This national character of 
the struggle must therefore dominate our approach. The second aspect 
is the complete oconomic emancipation of the oppressed. 

Even within these two facets of the struggle we should not be blind to the 
reality of our situation. The African majority is the most oppressed 
within-the Black majority. I£ this is so, then the African ;~erker 4 
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~~ubly-oppressed and doubly-exploited. The racist laws of this country 
hs.v-e tried to cushion the "white" worker through numerous discriminatory 
laws. Of course it \'lould ba silly and naive that such lav1s are promul
r;ated for the good of the "white 11 worker. The capitalist benefits more 
from a lulled 11 \'lhitett worker who sees very little in common between him
self and the Black worker. On the other hand the Black worker is angry 
at being discriminated against. The truth of the matter is that ALL 
v1orkers are e:Arploited. In our context the degrees of e:xploitation are 
complicated by the race issue. 

So our struggle necessarily has to address the situation from the two 
fronts: Race and -elass, in that order. 

~But we are revolutionaries and not narrow nationalists. We accept fully 
~the idea of a unity in action between all the oppressed groups as being /VD/ 

1
j fundamental to the advancement of our liberation struggle. How could I 11 o '-jrl we forget the proud record of such patriots and cocrades as Basil 

ffc~~~~; ~~=! ~~io~a!~~~~~a!t:~~rJe!~P,;!ii~g~\l~d~~a ~/k' 
'.-.re cannot delay pur non-racial approach. fY~/ ( o ( r f·( 7 /

1 

But we must not be ambiguous on the question of the primar,y role of the 
most oppressed African masses. ~ut, of course, those belonging to the 
other oppressed Black groups and the \-.rhi te revolutionaries who show them
selves ready to make comnon cause with our aspirations must be f-ully inter- . 
grated on the basis of individual equality. There can be no second or @) 
thi-rd class participation in the democratic movement of our liberation. 3 
It is for the enemy that we reserve our assertiveness and our justified 
sense of grievance. 

In the vanguard of this struggle is the 1o1orking class. Their cherished 
aim and purpose is to destroy the exploiting monster that is capitalism. 
The \vorkers have nothing to lose but their chains. They stand to gain 
the whole world; the means of production and political power. With these 
they will earn the right to enjoy all the achievements of material and 
spiritual culture. 

The workers shoul-d be the most organised; the most disciplined and the 
most politically-conscious class. This because of the ver,y conditious 
in which production develops. They usually work together in large bodies. 
They see that they live and work in deplorable conditions and everywhere 
they are opposed by the same and one exploiter: The capitalist. Hence 
the emergence and development of their class consciousness. 

But the working class is not alone. other sections of society also 
suf.fer exjlloi tation. Sections like the wor1d.ng peasants; the \-Tor king 
intellectual; the student and also the petyy urban bourgeoisie are 
allies of the working class. r;;;J. 

IJJ{ f18' 
\ /{ But, for all these to work well together for the same goal - J.i bera- Jj 
'\( tion -- there must be a directing organ. The struggle has to be won in ~ L 

all-round political mobilisation. This includes education and agitatio ~) 
work throughout the country to cope with the sophisticated torrent of mi -
leading prc:>paganda of the enemy. The enemy is as aware as we are that \1/ the side that wins the allegiance of the people wins the struggle. 

V 3/ ••• It is therefore ••• 
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viJ iz ihcrcforc ell the more vi tal that the revolutionary le;adcrship is fltJ 1 

.f nation-.... ridc. To ensure that when victory comes it is not a hollo"' one, .rJ'f 
ty' the r1asses must be brought to power at the head of which stands its or- ~ 

( 
ganisod political leadership. But thio leadership will be follo\o!ed if & 

~1~ the people had disciplined themselves during the struggle to subject 
~ themselves to their leadership. 

~It was \'.li.thin such a frame\'IOrk that in 1944 the Youth League was farmed 
that became a model of the role the youth should play in the struggle. 
A group of young people came from different walks of life (most of them 
from the young intelligensia) to become a disciplined; committed and 
vital part of the liberation movement. 

A very important historical fact about the Youth League is its pledge 
to make its services available to the broad movement of the people. 
They were not cessationists or breakaweys. They realised that it wa~
not good for the struggle to stop at being noisy in condemning and cri
ticizing the leadership that went before it. Defects in the organisa
tion of the people cannot be cured by mouthing criticisms and not putting 
our heads together to build what has been damaged or mismanaged. We 
must find ways of removing the present suffering together. The name of 
the game is DISGIPLINE; COt·lMITMENT and CO- OPERATION. A lack of these 
leads to the co-option of the oppressed to S\·rell the ranks of the enemy 
camp. This has become an obvious fact in our own times of the Bantu
stans; Community Councils; Presidents Councils; Constitutional Proposals, 
etcetera. 

All these should be seen as ploys to make some of the oppressed junior 
partners in the oppression machine. The youth are also major targets 
as they are conscripted to be def~nders of an unjust and sinful system. 
To exeuse the opport~~sts on the basis of their colour is to be 
short-sighted and politically mischievous, to say the least. 

You might say that this paper did not deal much with the role of the 
youth. I repeat what I mentioned earlier; the role of the youth-has 
already been mentioned as we outlined the role of the various sub-classes, 
and especially the workers, in the struggle. 

But of course the youth is unique in so far as it has youth and vitality-
on its side. These are vital characteristics for the field work of edu
cation and mobilising. Of course there are other obvious tasks that the 
youth should be masters at doing. But all this under the political 
leadership and in a disciplined manner. • 

If the youth of our land cannot understand these truths, they run the 
risks of being confused and hijacked by other enemy agents. Once our 
youth see themselves as heroes rather than ready raw material for the 
struggle, then our efforts and those of our forebears are in vain. 
The youth must be 'dlling to make creative criticism. But they must 
also be ready and willing to be guided and led. From such a humble but 
dedicated youth will emerge leaders of the calibre of the founders of the 
Youth League. 

O';U' strugg+e is for a new South Africa \there racism and class e~loitation (:} w~ll be th~ngs of the past; where human dig¥ty shall prevail for all. \.1 
But ~hat new order ~ be borne after a lo~t of repression and even loss ~~~ 
qf l~fe. \'le must be ready to meet that challenge \'lith an unbreakable "~'; 
~dl~ and determination of the oppressed masses. Racist domination and 
:i ~l?Cric.lis-t exploit~tion '9ust be rosio'{;~;d at all fror!.ts bv the -.routh: 
• •• • .. .,.. .1 ..... ' .• ___ .., ... :. ,..· ••• ,'"\ -· _ .. -!·'"1 ---""'·~ .. . 
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!l.1he worker~; the mothers; the church and the mos~ue IJ1Ust all unite in 
tmleashing blows against apc.rtheid. Let us mobilisa our black labour 
fourcc and liberate ourselves from the capitalist bondage. It is our 
power that sustains the lifespan of the oppressor. It is our opportu
nism that keeps the skeleton in the apartheid cupboard rattling with years 
of injustice. Let us m~bilisc; organise; be organised and fight for a 
free; democratic and non-racial South Africa where the people shall 
govern and there shall be peace antl friendship. 
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L _ _ l' / 0 l! 1 • ·~i'E."~. T IS Th'E UDF ? I~ l-- 6 
The UDF is a front, an alliance of organisations that have cone 
together on the basis of a minimum programme namely t~ opposition 
to the "new deal". It unites people through their or~nisations 
in opposition to the new constitution and the Koornhof'bills. 
Individuals join through their organisations not as individuals. 
This ensures that the Front is controlled by organisations not 
by a clique of activists. In this way the UDF is not qnly champ
ioning the struggle against the new constitution, but also a symbol 
of unity of our people. 

1.1 NATURE OF ALLIANCE : 

T~e nature of alliance that UDF is, is a tactical one. This me~s 
that organisations under the banner of the UDF may be uniting on 
the basis of as little as (5%) five percent. What matters therefore 
is the five percent (5%) that has the capacity of uniting hundreds 
of organisations (600) and millions of people. Our emphasis therefore 
is not on the 95% differences but on the 5% that unites the people 
and lay the basis for : 

1. Opposition to the "New Reforms" 

2. Common experiance of working together 
amongst organisations and different classes. 

3. Building confidence and deepinipg consciousnes: 
and organisation through active participation 
in mass campaigns. 

4. Building of greater and !lasting unity, born 
out of struggle and experience of working 
together. 

'Because the UDF is a tactical alliance it has the capacity to unite 
a broadest possible spectrum of people across class and colour lines. 
Organisations must simply accept the UDF Declaration and be prepared 
to oppose the "New Deal"-. The autonomy of organisations is abrogated 
only in so far as opposition to the "New Deal" is concerned. Ofcourse 
these must be organisations operating outside gover.ment structures 
such as community councils, Bantustans/Homelnds systems, Black 
Local A'uthori ties, Coloured Management Committees, South African 
Indian Council etc. 

The nature of front formation of the UDF does not deny organisations 
the right to retain their programmes, policies andideologies .• 
Instead they unite on the basis of a common cause of anguish and 
a common threat to the hard won unity of the oppressed and all 
other freedom loving South Africans who are prepared to stake their 
privileged positions by fighting side by side with the oppressed 
majority. It means that sport bodies, youth organisations, cultural 
groups, womans organisations, trade unions, professional organisations I church and political organisations would have a broad basis for unity 

\
in action and under the banner of one Front. This the UDF has proven, 
it is possible. 
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Ther are for.ms of alliances such as strategic and classical or 
principlaJalliances. The for.mer makes it possible for organisations 
with similar policies e.g. cultural isolation of South Africa to 
work together on common campaigns. Recently AZASO, AZAPO, TAC and 
SOWETO CIC ASSOCIATION mobilized KAIZER CHIEFS, ORLANDO PIRATES 
and MOROKA SWALLOWS to boycott the SAB XI (ELEVEN) competion. 
However this kind of alliance is very limited in ter.ms of broadening 
its ?ase. _Itr,~~!!..onJ.-?t"'b._~:,_~s.r;.£~g as t~e number of or~n~satio~ 
co~ti~dht~kPurcit,~ord1nary profess1onal, trade ~on otgan1sations 
etd~ogether~Unless they have taken the same posture regarding 
cultural contact with South Africa. 

The latter - i.e. principleSalliance brings together only those 
organisations with same or similar principles. This kind of alliance 
is normally for.med by organisations waging a military struggle. 
It is also limited to those organisations that have a lot in common 
in ter.ms of their outlook i.e. understanding of the kind of society 
they want etc. Because of this its potential to broaden itself 
is very limited. 

1.2 WHY DID WE OPT FOR TACTICAL ALLIANCE ? 

The "New Deal" of the goverment was threatening the unity of the 
Africans - it was threatening to divide Africans into urban and 
rural. It was threatening to destroy the unity between the 
Africans and their allied groups - the Coloured and the Indian~~ 
It was necessary that a form of Front formed must have the potential 
to bring together a maximum number of organisations of the people. 
It was important to accumulate a maximum amount of energy to defend 
our hard won unity, the ~ty that iook centurieA and innumerable 
sacrifices to build. A tactical alliance with its potential for 
broadest unity was forged as the only instrument appropriate to 
protect to protect gains scored by our people. The UDF nature 
of Front influenced by conditions obtaining in the country. 

2. FACTORS AND/OR COl\TDITIONS LEADING TO FORMATION OF UDF 

What conditionsa and factors led to the formation of the UDF ? 
Where was the state and the people•s organisations at that point ? 

2.1 STATE CRISIS 

The post 1976 era witnessed the state go through a profound cr1s1s. 
A crisis that deepened continually - challenging the state to adapt 
its Apartheid rule. The growing crisis on various fronts was 
threatening white domination and continued capitalist exploitation. 
The state realised that the only way out of the problem was the 
restructuring of its rule. Old methods were no longer an adequate 
guarantee perpetual white rule. New methods had to be sought to 
preserve and maintain the Apartheid system. Apartheid had to 
change its face. It had to be reformed refashioned and given 
a new appearance whilst its content remained unchallenged. 
The reshaping of Apartheid would broaden its state base and increase 
its resiliance thereby giving its structures more time to consolidate. 

2.2 WHAT IS THE CRISIS REFERRED TO ABOVE ? 

2.2 .1 EDUCATION 

Students teachers organisations challenged and discredited 

/the unequal •••••• 
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the unequal and discriminatory system of education. They called 
for single, unit~, non racial system of education for all South 
Africans. Strikes and boycotts at high schools and unive~sitie~ 
increased. Education system was colapsing. 

2.2.2 LABOUR 
The industrial council system of the goverment lost credibility 
as many unios refused to join it. Industry became a som=:ee- s~L 
of a series of strikes, p~rticularly during the period 1980 
to 1983. These labour strikes forced the goverment to shelf 
its pension preservation bill. The same period saw more 
and more unions force management to sign recognition agreements. 

2.2.3 CO~~ITY AND POLITICAL ACTIVITY 
~cg..o} 

At political and community levels the goverment ~ 
pressures. The demand for a non racial, democratic South 
Africa, for more houses, low transport fares, abolition 
of puppet bodies, freedom of movement, lower food prices 
etc. became increasingly loud. Our peoples organisations 
engaged the authorities at various levels challenging their 
self imposed rule. In each struggle our organisations won 
respect for their ideals and rendered the goverment propaganda 
inefective. 

2.24 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

Because of its oppressive policies and its harsh actions 
the ~goverment lost tremendous respect abroad. It lost 
almost all its friends safe the USA and Israel. Because 
of this, and other factors SA faced serious economic 
problems as many countries found it difficult to trade freely 
with her. African countries established the Southern 
African D~velopment and Economic Co - ordinating Conference 
with a view to lessening their dependency on SA. This 
affected Sk'S trade with Africa. The calls for economic 
sanction against SA by SWAPO and several African countries 
increased the threat against SA. 

2.2.5 DEMOCRATIC ORGANISATIONS 

As the state crisis increased people's organisations emerged 
with more democratic demands and programmes that deepened 
the crisis. They challenged the relations of domination 
at almost all levels. Asserting as the authentic voices 
af the people. They demanded that the people take their 
destinies in their own hands. However one point we must 
make is that, although, the post 1976 period witnessed 
emergence and growth of new organisations they fo~t 
isolated struggles. It was important for them to oegin 
to weld their struggles together if they were to make any 
impact. 

/the gover.ments •••••• 
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The goverment's "new reform" accentuated this need. The UDF was 
a respond to this need for unity. It was a culminatio~ of building 
organisation that started during the previous six years. It was 
not ~mposed. Its formation was influenced by material conditions. 
The dictates of history gave rise to its birth. The kind of 
response from the masses bears testimony to the fact that a body 
uniting a majority of people had ~ong been awaited. It is clear 
that it is a kind of answer that many of our people had been expecting. 
The UDF is therefore a symbol of unity in building. 

3. THE CURRENT STATE OF THE UDF 

Having started with only three (3) regions and four hundred (400) 
organisations and a capacity to mobilize more than 15 000 people. 
The UDF has today more than five structured regions, and inter.m 
committee in the Northern Cape and small committees in the 
OFS, and, a total of 6 00 organizations. 

The structured regions are Transvaal, Western Cape, Natal, Eastern 
Cape and the Border regions. 

In its five months of eventful existance the UDF has already established 
for itself a proud history of glorious victories against Civic, 
Community Councils and to an extent the New Constitution. For 
instance the Front forced the Gover.ment on the retreat on the 
questio~ of the referendum for Oolourds and Indians. The UDF has 
been clearly on the offensive and leading resistance against reforms. 

Recent campaigns against the Black Local AUthorities elections, 
Coloured Management committees, Ciskei repression and the people's 
weekend rallies are evidence of the Front's increased capacity 
to mobilise and its growing support. Despite these gains not 
all has been rosy for the UDF. As expected attacks on the Front 
came from apologists of Apartheid, the goverment and some 
un - identified elements. Suprisingly, organisations claiming 
to be most revolutionary rode on the backs of Xpartheid tricksters, 
wire pullers and quislings and from there, launched attacks on the 
UDF. An ~olly alliance of ideas become very clear between some 
organisations, state agents and self confessed apologists of Apartheid. 
This enabled our people to draw a clear difference between the UDF 
as people's front on one hand and Cliff Saunderse's of this world 
and their bedfellows on the other. Desparate to win support, some 
pseudo revolutionaries mouthing empty slogans, typical of all criminals 
of the first order shifted their focus from the APartheid from 
the Apartheid system to the UDF. It is not because they do not 
understand where the major contradictions lie but because there 
are no fundamental differences between themselves and the Apartheid 
masters. They are articulating personal interests not those of 
the majority. 
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Anyway no dog has ever barked at a car that is not ffiOving. It is 
the motion of a car that provikes dogs because they realize that 
they cannot move as fast as the car. However, a driver'in the 
car never changes the direction of the car or stops it and concentrate 
on the dog. »bat he does is give it just one cold look and move 
on. Only when the dog comes in front of the car that it gets hurt. 
The attitude of the UDF therefore is that of a driver i~ a moving 
car. The Front will not be side tracked by detractors. It will 
only deal with them when they become obstacles. It is a stupid 
hunter who leaves a gemsbok and follow a polecat for there is 
nothing he can do with a polecat. Experience has tought the 
UDF that when its work becomes a effective opponents and opportunists 
will have cause to worry. They worry because they can not keep 
with the Fronts work. 

The Front has clearly understood the forces ranged against each~ ~ 
other as the people on one side and the apartheid regime and its _\ 
allies on the other. All other differences are secondary ones 
and m~t not be given unwarranted attention. With a little more , 
discipline, determination and purposeful style of work the UDF ~\ 
is confident to win the day. Our weapon is unity, organisational 
skills and capacity to mobilize. 2o 

Our task is to take the UDF to the1people. It is to build the 
most significant front in decades. It is to build and strengthen 2~ 
our first orga.nisat1ons.it is to deepen and increase political -~/ 
understanding and consciousness of our people. It is to halt /~> 
the implementation of the new constitution and the Black Local / 
Authorities. It is our task to increase our mobilisation capacit 
and to develop new organisational methodsewithin this scenario, 
we will sing our song and win our victory by uniting in action 
and acting in unity. 

FORWARD TO UNITY ! 

FORWARD TO ACTION ! 
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9\E_Pq~r_ Of :r~~ .. S.E:~c;,;Eti:"~J.A.T ·:ro. I'HB UDF NGC •• 

I,~T~9.!lli£TIO"- ~ ." c q t 
TOtlc;,.y s a'l.zost :~ ~e£Jr Front was 
co:n_ce:i.Y~ti~ .;.nd. ~·J.s~: a fev: days e ore he beginning of a ne yea:r, we are 
g£.tnc:!'ea :1c~·e ·.:.n a.!.l O"l;J.• hu...11dr€ds as delegates from various centres ~f 
!J.?~~h ~t'ri ... a~ tc cy..::tr_esize and decide on very crucial questions in our 
h:!.s~?ry: '!'b-~ ::.·.,·.r ?-e.:land~ of us a very careful evaluation of our work; 
tac.~:-..cs ill:.c. st~~·c.·r:-et;..:.~s. f:1.ia conference :promises therefore, tP be a 
"'.;ru:_y !!l~!De:;:~1.:o~:u: ~ve:!t iJ: ~he life of our Front. Decisions and resolutions 
a.:!opi:eS. ":.;y t:·_:.~ c.ol'lfel~e-:.lc :- c.:=e going to be decisive in terms of the futur~ 
d:i.I·e;e;-+.:ion of the U'El."::\ e;!d- j.nde€d, the wa:y forward of the national 
d~:;:nporat:tc s l::t~£:;lc iL. t"c..uth Africaco 

HDwt:f1•e::::·. to te e:.:;l.e tr. arr.!.v~=;~ at 
take a ;..v:,··-.. +..;c. '''o·'· ~+ "'~,- ... ·oel' ,;,jJ-·'-'.:: -- --.,., -'1. c:z..., c..;.. -.L~ 

strategia.=. ~'3 _p.r.;g'!·e . .rri.rr.es~ This 
~he follO·N1.!.'£: : 

a correct :political decision, we need to 
of factors influencing our tactics, 
report will, therefore, attempt to cover 

fi.) The ~·t.atc :.::-~:.~es and its strategy 

o; Uu.1.· -!"-'~-}::'1 a.nc p:::-ot:Lems 
d} t.h:.:l" :r~ .. 1:·~-;.4.r: -? a-:;:r·uteo 

~ ~Ill1.H.:..~~~. 

So1:.th .A.fd .. ca .itj t=od.ay in a state of c~sl.s. This crisis has manifested 
i ;;self ''C. .:;.:!. fzoo::1-:a ·- :in education, on the labour front, within :political 
stru.~ti.!'es and .. 7!.-tr...in ecc~:>mic circ~es where inflation and recession have 
assumea al~iLg prcp~rticns. These are but a few of the areas of crisis. 
AJ:..sr--, we·r-:C. I!!.el.riJic:ni:lg herel' is the housing backlog, which is toda:y a 
p·ernacem; cr:ni::--ad..a...c~i.on and a po11 ti.cal issue in our country. 

The state cri~2a, we ~u~t pnint cut. continues to deepen as the forces 
of res:\.stance 5e";·elo-n awi l)ecome stronger. Our f.)rganizations have. over 
tae last fe'J! ;rem:s. (.rganiz.ed hi.gh forms of resistance - around education, 
~r~und hcus~gi re~u~l~:. high transport fares, against puppet state bodie~ 
@tl f~-r beti.&1' pay ar,.d workir..g conditions on factory floors.. .1.1.1 fnrms 
,1:f res!at~.:;e .i.n ·the: Jifferont sites t'f struggle challenged and frustrated 
relati01::s :..'f d.'":c.inat 1.c~! ~ . .n:l oppr-ession. 

1'he goverrz~::\-;; Ye~li sed tt..a:r. ! t could mo longer rule by the same methoda. 
It ha.~ to 3l~e;'!. t-: :r_ev. oor.d~ tiona and situations. It responded by 
atarti.r.~.g 02 a proc(;:~s cf 1·estruoturing its rule. A :precess essentially 
calcuJ.a.-+:ed to ~.:a:;.:,:tr.:i.n ·the relations !'f domination, exploitation and 
cppress:!..:m., ~; ::·::~1~ c.s the government was c0ncerned1 the most effective 
and vla"bls !:r!i:r.-<:~-:.egJ \-"las to weaken the forces ~f resistance by resorting 
to s:-.pr..is-'..;:.i..~ate'! ::-;~:~hcds of dividr-? and rule. In short, what they h0:ped 
t,, d~ p wc:s ;,:v c~ ... -~·pt a. tiny middle- -class sect;,r and in this way to isolate 
t'be worki.~g cl&:7JE'~. 

To :!'eali.s6 its ,·bjeet:i.ve the government apponted a number of c0mmissions 
on va:r-:to1:o.s .e.~:ects to determine the most effective methods of control" 
~~!Jc 'Heh~~~: ar:c· ?_~ekert ·on. Labour relations, Rabie on secu:i ty: d? Lange 
f(:jj;J <3cil.:;a-: . .:;.~.='9 8:o..l:.i..larly,- tne PC :proposals and the new hous1ng :pollcy 
a:t~e s.:-::.:e •"!:f thJ ~tat~r s a"'.;tempts to survive, and preserve Ap~'§aeid and 
the et;: __ -rr~ni. aoc-n:Jn.i.c relation~o 
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'~art from all th&sc, we h~ve seen in rsca~l years, a cl~sc alliance 
j.;:·•,C?!o.,.•i·,.; bc:tween bib bu!:"incss .-.nd th& milit~::-y. 'Na: State 

@security Council# z: body r::~king the Ir.os t imp or tent :o:.nd s trn teg ic 
decisions for the country, is today effectiv~ly controlled by the 
military and big business. We see here a systern~tic shiff of 
from the hands of pArliament to those of unelected bureaucratic 
structures •• Having succeeded in drawing big business into its ranks, 
the state has clearly broadened its base und i·1.·,:. '1:-:i:-:.-~ly.; t;_; 
resilience. Over the past few years, as well, the state ~as 
increasingly attempted to crush d~mocratic forces outside South 
Africa, through its policy of destnbilization. More and more, it 
has hit out at those countries on its borders which have dared 
not only to symp~thize with the struggle against Lpartheid, but who 

also, within their own countries, hcv2 tried to buile a new 
society •• 

We see, then, that although in ~ state 
government is certainly not in a state of collapse. 
otherwise, would be an illusion •• 

of crisis, the 
To believe other 

~owever, as the state is restructuring itself, our orga~izations ~oo 
~ave responded to the challenge and are also restructur1ng. We th1nk 
that the growth cf our or ganizations and resistance to oppression 
is particularly important to us bec~use if the state's restructuring 
is unopposed, it could sweaken our struggle,. and our organizations. 
It is, therefore, very important th:-': ·,:oe: •~,:r..,~!;ivr.>ly defend cur 
hard won unity, the unity that too~years and great sacrifices to 
build. 

THE DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT 

Our response tc the state strategy h~s been to oppose the division 
of our people. We see the unity of our people as paramounta it had 
to ~e fought for, it has to be defended. Our response, therefore, 
was the formation o§ the United Democratic Front. 

At the same time, though, the UDF was not simply a response to a call 
for unity. It was a culmination of building organizations which 
fought struggles affecting a~l our people in various parts of the 
~untry. Although these struggles were unco-ordinated, they all 
challengee the relations of domination. In this way, the UDF 
grew out of the development of organiz~tions and the need to 
co-ordinate isolatee strugg~es into broader forms of national 
campaigns and resistance. 

3. WHAT WERE OUR OBJECTIVES WHEN WE FORUED 'i'F.E UDF7 

(i) to take the ideological initiative out of the hands of the 
state 

(ii) to unite our people accross class, colour, ethnic and • 
organizational lines to oppse the Apartheid reform offensive 
of Botha. 

Uii) to co-ordinate the activities of~ organizations opposed /// 
to Apartheid. I/ 
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( i v) 

(v) 

(vi) 

---
to advance the mobilizttio~ and to ~Qep~n the organiz~tion 
of our people 

to prevent the state from implementing its so-called reforms 
or at least, to make it difficult for them to do so. 

to deepen the understanding of our people on iEsu~s' 
affecting their lives 1 such as the P.C •• Propos~ls ana 
Koornhof Bills, the Community Councils and Plack Local A 
Authorities, the Coloured Hanagement Committees and the new 
housing policy, etc. 

(vii) to establish a broac front to serve as the voi-ce of our 
people. 

(viii) 

( ix) 

to link politics with the day tc dby experience of our people 

to draw into the front groupings operating outside the 
government structures. 

4. TH~ TRI:C~ RECOF.. OF T~E UDF •• 

~!though we started the front with only 3 regions, namely, Natal, 
~ransvaal and Uest~rn Cape, we have, during the last three months, 

extended to other regiond. Two regions of the UDF have been formed 
in the Eastern Cape and the Borcer. An interim committee has been 
formed in the northern Cape which is 3 lnrgely rural area. Inroads 
have been made in the Orange Free State where Area Consultative 
Committees have been formed. We are confident that by the end qf the 
first quarter of the new year we shall have extendea to all regions -:fj'~ 
of South Africa. :J J ~ 
The last three months has also seen a mushrooming of ne?. civic and ~ 
youth organizations. These organizations were not only inspired by LA 
the UDF, but were initiated by the UDF itself. ~~ 

We have also been able to increase our capacity to reach the people v't"" 
and to win some amount of legitimacy for the ideals of the Fron~ as 
well as to provide an alternative for a democratic South Africa. 
We can see this from the thousands who h~ve responded to our news-
letters, mass meetings. etc. For example, 15 000 people attended 

.,J".,.he UDF i~ationi!l Launch, over 30 000 attendee our Peoples' Weekend 
~llies, and more importantly, thousand~ are reached daily in our 
areas by our affiliates. 

In addition, we have scored major successes in a number of 
campaigns over recent months : 

* Following a UDF call in the Western Cape, there were very low 
polls in the Coloured Management Committee Elections. 

* Similarly, people responded throughout the country to the UDF 
call to boycott Community Council and Dlack Local Authorit1es 
elections,. 

* The UDF focus on the Ciskei evoked national an~ international 
attention. 

* Thousands of people attended the NIC meeting to challenge the 
Botha/Rajbansi meeting. 

We have made these gains in a climate in which the state is engaged 
t~, a battle to win support for its initiatives. We can say without 
~ar that we have, for the moment, gained the upper hand in this 
battle. And, at no saage can we afford to take a step back. 
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To ensure that this does not happen, we need to look not only at our 
gains, but also at our problems •• 

Before the launch of the UDF, organizations had been engaged in their 
day to day activities.and struggles.. The emergence of the UDF 
presented new problems. The fast rate of growth created excitement 
amd intetest which drew more and more of the leadership of the 
affiliates into UDP campaigns. The result was that the activities of 
the affiliates were subsumed by the UDF activities and organizations 
were drained of their leadership. In essence, this meant that 
consolidation becarn~ very difficult for man~ first level • 
organizations. This poseR a threat to tha long-term activities of 
these organiza~ions and the entir~ aemocratic movement. The 
challenge facing this conference is to evolve a programme of action 
which will allow scope for growth and development of these 
organizations: a programme of action that will link our day to day 
work in our organizations with the work of the UDF in a way that will 
build both •• 

We have also not been able to facilitate effectively the process 
~f consultatiom and democracy. We need to ensure that all decisions 
~are taken or understood by the membership of organizations, taking 

into account the masses we still have to organize. This problem must 
be addressed in order to prevent rnist9king the consciousness of th~ 
leadership for mass consciousness. This is important because we know 
that over the years, people have developed a scepticism and a fear of 
politics. We cannot pretend that the excitement the UDF has created 
has put an end to these feelings. We must take the prevailing 
consciousness as a baseline and take people through a process that 
will overcome their scepticism and fear. Again, this means that we 
must take the day to day concerns with which people are familiar, 
and link them to our political work •• 

These organizational problems must be addessed seriously. When we 
ask ourselves - "Where are all the people we have reached? Have they 
come into our organizations?" we find o~rselves unable to answer 
precisely because we have not been able to channel effectively the 
people we have won over into our organizations. 

t£':ne other difficulty which. we face .is that the different aspects of 
'the 'New Deal' affect different sections of our society differently. 
In fact, the constitution and Koornhof Bills are designed 

to fulfil the specific function of sowing division. 
How do we approach these matters? Do we act as though we are 
affected similarly ? Do we act as though divisions on the basis of 
race are non-existant ? On the other hand, do we through our 
practice encourage and entrench these divisions ? 

What are the factors which guide us ? Is there a difference between 
campaigns initiated by us and those which are responses to state . 
initiatives ? Tc illustrate, when we responded to the Black Loca1 
Authorities Elections, our campaigns were directed primarily, or even 
exclusively at affected communities. Howeve~, when we initiate the 
signature campaign, we cannot afford the risk of entrenching 
divisions. The underlying o~jective of such a campaign must be the 
Qy_i~ding of unitv. These questions will assume increasing importance 
in the future. In answering them, it is important that we understand 

kP& conditions at a giv~n point and that we take decisions that will 
~)lfil the aims and objectives of the UDF. 
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THE FUTURE: 

As mentioned earlier, the prupose of this conference is primarily to 
plot a cm.A.rse for the months ahead. We do this with an '..lild~ratanaing 
of ~ur succesaes and failures as detailed e~lier. We should also take 
account of where the government is and what can be expected from those 
quarters. 

We operate in a period iil vYhich PW :Botha beleives that he has a strong 
mandate fro~ the white electorate following the 66% YES vote in the 
white refer€ndum. PW :Botha beleives that this mandate allowc him to 
proceed with his att§mp.ts at restructuring. This confidence results in 
a strategy which rules our naked repression as an immediate option. W~ 
see there~ore that even though the UDF has made major gains, gains wr1ch 
threaten the implementation of the 'new deal', :Botha has not yet resorted 
to mass detentions and individual bannings, or the banning of the UDF 
itself. Instead, we have seen a shift to harassment which involves 
threatening telephone calls to leadership and an increasing number of 
arrests involving little more than technical offences eg motorcades, 
::Jistributing leaflets, demonstrations etc. This is coupled wlth various 
·~tempts to isolate the UDF by attempting to project it as a front for 
the banned ANC. In relation. to the previous years of harsh repression, 
these moves indicate a strategy of gentle persuasion, to create the 
conditions whereby the democratic movement e3n be isolated and cast out. 

Yet, all is not rosy for the state. At an international level, Pik :Botha 
has been largely unsuccessful in attempts to win support of European 
governments, support so necessary for the state to regain entry into the 
international fold. 

Also, the state has grossly over-estimated the stren th of the junior 
partners. Neither Hendrickse nor Rajbansi have sufficient confidence to 
face a referendum. Together with :Botha they are trying to manouvre their 
wa:y out of this situation by using flimsy arguments about the cost of 
a referendum. They vdsh to hide behind 'scientific surveys' the results 
of which they hope vdll be less emberessing than the rasults of a 
referndum. 

(~e sum total of this is a realisation by the state that it is losing 
~he battle for the hearts and minds of our community; a battle which will 

determine whether or not it can rule by consent, or whether the big stick 
must be hauled out and it must rule by co-e~sion. It is for this reason 
that the state is now desparately trying to prop up its allies, Rajbansi 
and Hendirckse. It has set up, in the case of the Labour Party, a 
ppecialist unit for conducting the campaign within the eo-calle Coloured 

community. Already, Rlm has been collected. With such backin~ the Labour 
Party hopes to .lay the basis for an acceptance of the consti~tion by 
so-called Coloureds. 

Within thie framework, we need to understand the scope of our work in 
the year ahead. We need to identif) certain characteristics of our 
camapaigns in order to make our task more effieicet and effective. 

Our cam~':· ign against the Constitutional and Koornhof :Bills must be 
intensified. We must direct our energies towards a fuller understandi~g 
st a mass level of the need for unity ahd an absolute rejection of th~~ 
so-called new deal. 

~e base of the UDF is laregly urban. Yet, repression is at its worst 
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in the rural areas. It is these people who ~r~ increasingly faeed 
~ith bc~batic forced removals to bantusta~s end an in~reased police 
~nd milltary presence •• To be effective and t~uly nat1onal, the UDF must 
try to inclyd these farflung .&,f~~~ities and thereby ext~nd our base •• 
Already we have made some gains. The period ahead calls for an intensi
fica~ion of this. 

Our future work is going to be crucil~y affected by the mar~er and 
extent to which we address the Koornhof strategy. The continued denial 
of Section 10 rights to Africans, the removals and relocatioss and 
the incorporation of areas into the bantustans are all part of a strate 
strategy designed to force Africans into bantustans. Our people in 
Magopa. Driefontein, Crossroads, KTC, La~ontville and Hambanathi are 
under the threeat of either being remove~ or of having their aresa 
areas incorporated into these backyards of Apartheid •• In addition, 
those who cannot acquire Section 10 rights, are forced to the bantustans 
to starve there. 

On the other side of the resettlement/relocation coin is Koornhof's 
~ttempt to co=opt a select few through the Black Local Authorities. Yet 
~~ready we have nade substantial gains here: we have successfully 
mobilized jor a boyccttJ we have created informal organizational 
structures; we have c~eated organizations opposed to those government 
created institutions, and 1;e have discredited the Black Local 
Authoriti~s. 

But~ we must recognize too, that the Blaek Local Authorities are a 
reality. They are being implemented and they will affect the daily 
lives of our people. What is the next phase of our campaign? 
Are we gcing to relax now that we have organiz d an effective boycott? 
Or are we going tc find new ways to frustrate the Koornhof Bills, and 
in doing so, develop a coherent strategy against these bills. 

Even though we understand the UDF to be a broaB front, we must recognize 
that it is not nearly broad enough. There are many organizations which 
remain outside our front. organizations which have not been part of 
the mainstream of the democratic novement over the last few years. 
We cannot accept this situation as it is these organizations who will 
~come the targets of co-option Our task is to bring them into 
~r fold. 

At the same time. this expansion mus: not happen at the expense of 
our organizations. Th~ previously mentioned tasks relating to democracy 
and the building of organization~ must be made concrete. 

This is the scenario of the next few mon~hs. We see the UDF fulfulling 
these tasks by applying itself to the issues which will dominate 
discussicn at this conferenceL namely, our responee to the 
referendum/elections, the signature campaign ane our camp~ign against 
conscripticn. Uniortunately we will.r.ot have tin~ ~ 5n~l 

with the question of removals and r~se~tlement, but they must be buil~ 
into our campaign. 

For these reasons, the decisions which w~ take will be crucial to the 
future of our work. These decisions, must above all, build both the 
~ity of our people, and of our front. 
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IN SEARCH OF NATIONAL Ul ~ITY 

A QUEST FOR TRUE SELF DETERl·litlATION 

" AND niE PICKS IN OUR JJANDS TlJRN IllTO MALLETS OF JUs:riCE 

TilEr MUST JIIELD NErl POWER 1'0 GUIDE THE TR1JTII 

AND LEAD THE WAl' THROUGH .2'0 LIGHT AND FREEDOM• 

L'IBON HABASA 

Co1111'ades and friends I greet you all in the u. of ow- revol\ltionary sttuggle aDd 

our beloved mother Azania. It is my bel:ief comradu that the apirit of our 

gathering here reflect• our aincareat desire to aeek end foster National Unity of 

the oppresaed. History baa taught \l8 that the moat potent weapon the oppressed 

can use against their oppreasara and exploiters is Unity. It therefore, becomes 

encumbent on "' to seek and find the basis upon which this unity can be built. 

Our struggle has been long and protracted. Along the way we have learned some 

lessons and it will ba very disastrous and fooliah of us to repeat the mistakea of 

yester.ycar. There are several factors that have adversely affected our struggle 

amongst which the following rank very high:-
1. Lack of sound priorities tailored to an objective revolutionary situation 

!Je have failed to put our struggle into context. In our desire to internuiona

lisa our struggle we have failed to reapond to ise~i of race and class 

obtaining in our own existential s~tuation. Host of the time we have tried to 

e:.::plain away the horrofs of racial oppression and capitalist exploitation 

existing in our society. 

2. Straeturel and organisational forms that lagged far behind the context of the 

AzaniL~ Revolution. 

In each and every stage of our revol\ltion there is a Beaand for certain "parti

cular" structures and organbatio'D&l forms and these, no matter bow successful 

they are in a particular time, have to change to conform with developing society. 

~~en changes occur in society so ehould our methods. Organisational fixation• 

will only delay our revolution. Fragmentation of our people leads to sectional 

and sectarian polities. 

3, The prevalent ideological shortcomings and retrogressive methods and styles of 

~ork and organising. 

There is no need to spend all our energies on trying to reconstruct yesterday 

when issues, at hand are of today and tomorrow. Rith pain in our hearr.s we 

have noticed the developments where the black community, through conditioning by 

the system, makes its well-considered resistance to fit with the system b~th in 

terms of the means and of the goals. We are witnessing ~he re-emergence of 

~th~icity on one hand and bantustans on the other, endorsing the system of 

There ia also an urgent ne~ in our search for unity to look into 

i.ons and societies· because ir. :;h .. fi.nal 
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ana.l.Yai~ -theeew-iil-detemille the roo.d 11hich"ii'lihrurumamy nc..·.·e l,c; !c;l::.c·•· • 

AD -ideoloo has_ ap.tl.T.been. ~de!in~~ a a;ratem ~ot,~deas. --~~ ~l.ie!·~.·on which _aocial ~ 
organiaation and action are 'balled.:· It ill~ there!oreJ.' : •' · ,.:- .• ~ ... ;..,. _,! a guide to . 
pol1tic&l_ action •. ,llro~lT ape~, azdcl~OlOQ·be~es a mew .,.to:~-e~cl ucl· ~t 

. . . . - . . , ·- .. . .. . ·-:. - - .,. 
"8Zl end ,.in itseltr th%-oush ·an icleoloii:T W. can detemille who pta wha~t, __ when and hcnr. 

It ill in the aame nin that the tho118hta and icleaa ~ J:arl Karx,-;.V.I~Lellin, Jl&o-Tee-. .. . ..,_ . . :·. 

'rlmg; 7~:& Pa~~on eto &zoe mecl u guiclea io aocial act1o11. G-aicles. c~ at timea be 

partial or tinn irreleTaat·to a Bi~n aitll&tion, _hence, ·ror instance Leila' hac! ~ 
auppl~ent Kux in the Ruasian context,-)(.; hac! to 1111pplement :both Lenb ~d Km > . -
in the Chineae contaxt. ·Thia con1'1DIII the atatement that "icleolo§ clenlopaa in the 

process of atrugglel Regia Debrea had ~· to IIIQ"J ·-,.~ Re..:0lution cannot be~;~ported 
or imported. • 

:.&.nether_ writer further deacribedo··;ideolop1or revolutionar,y imperialism ae "the tedenc7 

in revolutionary circles !o~ th~a~ t~t han .led s~ceaa!ul: revol,rtio~~ tira't to ~t 
to prescribe their' guicle' !or revolutiinar,y. contexts elsewhere." 

We have to take into cognisance that each ancl enrr society has ita own lll&jor/ 

primar,y ~ontradictions and it .ia .the a)'Dth~ai~ or t!ieae which gin~ btrth to an .· . •. ... . -·. 

ideology. The pre-occupation with econOIIIic !actoza b.r some doctrinaire neo-K&%Zista 

in explaining the cause of white - black ~nsions. in .lzania and elsewhere, while 

quite appreciable and helpful at moat serYe.to juatit:y the i~ealogical leaclerahip of 

co~mtriea that are otherwise far removecl !rom our .l!rican experience. 

We believe that any- ideology which will be ·acceptable to the masses has to be an 

ideology which "emergea. :from the people as a result of their aggregate experience in 

concrete economic, political,. cultural, ancl soo1o-pa:ycholog1cal terms".. It ia for 

this rea'lon that we insist that the intareats ·or the opp_ressed and exploited are 

best kept by the oppressed and exploited themselves and·witqin the confines or Azania 

itself and never :from outside. It should originate and :find ita inapiration !:t'l:llll 

concrete contradictions within our co~mt~. We should be protectors or our interests. 

We are our own Libe=tora. "We have to guard against imperialiam. It uses aecluctin 

and altrd.stic concepts such aa, CffiLISEI Lil!li:RA.D! · lloth mean COUllfiSE!" Our 

organisations involved in the .Azanian Liberation struggle ahoulcl guard against following 

religioual::r ideolopee which han Do JDa,:erial base .. in our own existenhal situation. 

4. !!'tie Scourge of Reformist Platro=f: 'Experience has ·taue;ht ua that increased 
verbal:±sation of black militant deJDanda, llliaeries and complaints has JDUCh appeal in 
the oppresei~- and. exploitative world, &Del .. hence this world 1e susceptible to making 
!ts leaders those who are tho most vocal. This ·was the criteria usecl to choose 
"bi:Lntustan leaders" let us not !all into the trap or staging a per!o=ance !or the 

JDedia. Some black lions or the 6e'e -are the puppet leaders • of tocl83'. 

.::::. 
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'•-
sd..E:::::·i!ic analysis or the c.bjective she. _.(In:, Our Ol."n subject forces and the balance 

._: :~r·ccs bi:!t'Ween the opoosing sides:-

;::,..cric::lly ;:,ost of our organisations ha·. :· gone through various splits ar.d this gi'I'~.S 

dst: :c the need to understand correctly ti1e· nature of our struggle. we· ~i:e faced withissues. 

c!" i"''··cr, class and race anc! the way we relate to these is of utmost importance. Racial 

c.;;,pr! sa ion exists side by side with capit .. list exploitation with all its imperialistic 

bplications, and the two are directly responsible for the dispossession·of 'the indigenous 

people·of their land which was the source of "their and ult~mately reducing , . . . . . 
them to the black wo:rltl•ng 

c"' st~le;. . . 

~.c1{~J~t' ,.,;;;J~J.::.·-·· 
; ·::whO are· ;t.~,ems~l~~~[_I~~~~}~~~~LaRfc~~!J! 
~,, : ~i~~ th; . 

blaek wolrkina'':'et:aali:-: 

.a 
a s;qip~;ti~~- ~iasa", 

··<r.' ·- .. ~ •:t,.· .. >· .. :· .,,~ .. , 
the franchise,and."job. r••uorva1:1on 

...... _~.:-.- · ... t·-. ~.t-:·-~.;: ~ ·-t:~~-
themselves, ':1. ,_.;.._,..,;·,y: 

-- . ~-~:~;~~;::...~-:~-.~ •• ~~:_-~-~~ .. :··~.1: ·-·~- :;::_,.: •. ,:~:-. . 
All these ·th1.ngs .po1Ut to 'One .. ,thingi that ,.u. the· 

• .,., ·'...~r_.f'."'· .• : ',l'~~-~.:-;'"'.',_· .. 7·.·,.T.:.:· i.~. :.-•.,: .·~.'·,:~:: ·".;. 

therefore 'be regarded ·.as"'a prerequu1.te for all-ol~g•m_Jc5••~ 
~-· • • ..: - ••• p ._. ......... :..-. • •• .. _.:':J .· .. :- ...... ;- . 

Liberation movement. ' .We should develop a healthy and . re,sn•I!CJ: "liDIClUStilt:-.:orl!'lHt:untn.on 

After a~l. th~re .~~ ;,re thi~gs ~f 'c~n i~t~r~st, thi~~~ .. ~hi"~~ sh~uld ·\;;·ing us together , 
."':.· --~· .•• · ~·- :._.· ••• . ·J· ... . '-.. '. :..· ·: ... -~ •· ·_,~.; >i':,.~:·:- . .:..·-·1·''·'/·." ....... · -~ .. :·- .. : ...... 

than those which ;t.U.: us apa~t •.. ~.O~r o_rgani~ations ·.s~oul~ reft~.is~,J~.:.}t.1s~_;}l~ ;_a~t~~~~fc ~. 
grieviences of the 'authentic people"which brings' about authentic organisations'to work~~ •. 

• ' • ·~; ' ' •• • . •.: •. I • • • ' .· . .. •. . ;r :·. " :. ·' ~- ':., • .;~···(: ·, '.'•~ ... ~ ~ : ..... ~ .• -~:; ~ ,· ·.~ . .:• ..,. ~ ~ 
towards redressing theiu.. · • Our attitudes _towards _our _organisations c;anno_t ·be ·determined 'bf: :: 

the out.side world or j~~t exte~~i factors.~'even:"i:h~ AOU.has.iia~'~i,'·1~~m.'a"'l;'it'eer 1~.~~~·- : 
•• ..· .... · . . . .... .• . . . ~ ..... ···· ..• -:~ ·.·: ..... t-· .... :J·.--~:-:-· :..: .•.. ·;·; .• ... ' ..... _ ~ ~b •.. 

in Angola, Guinea-Bissau.and recently in Zimbabwe to mention but.:'a::(ew:-~·_The _imperiali~tic' 
. . - ·- ... >'.. . ..... . . ..,. . ·.... . .. , ......... -. _:-.. ,);::, ·.:'i"J -~-~ ' .• : .... ·~·-"' .. · -~ 1 : 

press or even ,the international ·world· cannot dictate· t~ us about the signif~c;~ce of _.our·;··/ 
.· - . .. •.. ·• - ..... '".''.>-.• --~--:-'·.·:~. ·.:T- .-.,.· __ ,_..~-"':. 

organi'sations. ·~my such ·attempt should be regarded and dismissed as :impractical.. and _,.,_.-.·:: •. 

militati'\g a~~~~s:,;the struggle:·~· ~:hole. :, :: >,,,_:~~{:'-: ··:?;?:i:i:~:~~~~~:~x;:::~;;:.~.:·:t,.~.:~r ... 
Different organisatioilsmay exist-_ln sOciety but_-tiiat·:·dOes ~ot_~~n ~"that_· Or8atiis&ii0Ui·~iU'·~: ·. 

- .:. •• -.-.... ·:·.. • -~ -· ... ;· ~-- ·:·. ·- <>" ••• ! •. ·--· • t-i-·--- ... ,"_,_:...,'.":---·~. _.._._-,.:_~·,_·;_~-, .. :~ 

society cannot work'.togosther·, jointly and "severally~- and especially,on things ·which they,". 
.. - ._ .. "- ; ·:; ·~- -- · ......... ~·- ',.._: ... -~ .. . ... ~ ·-. .;~~~- ·.:-.. --- ... ...,.;-, .... ;: . , ... :··_1.~ _--J~ ....... .-\::·~.: .··-·:-"··~.::···':" ·/; 

agree~. In our organis~tions ~griaminity and. cau.tions ~vigilance~ :inus~·.&lways::_be "the' ~rk·-~ ... -, 
- . - ·. ·.· - •· ._... . - .... -.. • .• :r ·.: . . ' .. '· , __ ,., . ' .... ; • ••J .....;, '. •. "!" ···-·...t1' ."" '- . '> •·, .. ;-':" ... . .. ..; ...... - . ..; 

of leadership~: because in;political ·struggle ·t:here is ,the tendenC:y:~?Y.. iel!e.l-'aspirants_ toO:..: r 
• ,\. :' .. ·~ -- • <I i--.t. ~ • .._ .-.. ~ - -.. ·-·., ' . - • . • .• • :.... . .. - ' ,. .-.-~ ...:. ~· -.- - .:.:. l . . .• 

deliberateiy.·confus·e issues of tactics and principles· · · · · · 
• - • . -. '- ~1_ • • •. •. . • . ... ·-.·~- _ •.. • .:·· • ..:;_-· ':.··· ..... •" ·.- ~ 

. ..r.;~;~i-~~ -:·. 
~-.,_ .. -~',.···~~:.g· .~'"'""~g necessary' 

:E'!tr·,!'~'!,sy,;,::c•r ~~~s- .... ·. 
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fight .him on his own terms an.: witi.::·, ~~ru-.,·.r .. .o ere:.:."'-~ ·''- .. 

We are at a time ~here the lolbitt: L .. ~. -:-1·.~· .. ~ . :~ :. 't l~=~e by recr:ui:in::; 

'-'~·f~siC!l within t!:e 

:' ;~~f ~I~~ oppr~ssed in 

fro!:'<. ~o.·ithir. the ranks of th<- 0<'1• :: ~ ,: - ;:,· '·•~ ••• • 

ranks of the oppressed. The U!'U". 

-t·"~ 
eertain quarLers to !or:n do:m!(Cl" ::1"-: 

bourgoisie, liberals and E>hcl>< ,._ 

l~dating against the oppresson 

·,.. 

... :.. . ..: ~ 
. ~-· ..... ~ n the hope cf .:.ox.-.:. 

cb content and at best they ter.c ;;.:_ l.~t.:c. ::·.-.;;<>-.: '""' ~;,, ,-~:ita.1dy of the workers ancl 

Our alliances should not be dictate4 to us by the systec. 

the toiling masses, themselves - not from the air· conditio~, 

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;t-~~-~-ions _in the exclusive surbub~· .. t~~£~;!,.i& ~ co:=••c<:.Lv· reserve· the right to scrl1tiuise~the~conditiona 
find out~~o- tb;-en~e;";/·;;'£'.~=1~~/"we 

• • ~ ..... t • : • ·.,..;.~~-; ~ ~~i;. ""t·: 

ones - who should be ·the firstli'eo· be: flU. bed cfrom 

~t~t- it is th~ "l.;.is obvious enem.ies:·~~~;~~~-£(~~:who 
.••. ,..._,,..,_c·· · ... '"~,.· ~ · · ' · · -:-: :~~~:1.: _ .. ~~~4r:·::¥~s~~-~·:.: . 

~:~;~·:~t:j~~~~~~[F:~-0~,-~ atj~~-'n ~· _They are more dangeroua ~han~ ~~;;:;f~~-~r~~~~ 
C~eientiou~ly identify the enemy 1n OUr ranks 0· .. We ·are; not 

_ .. go1ng"t~·~bly percuve iDqn~~i;lism ~ effectively destroy it and its. teiiti~i~i:f'~;ur 
.. ;:-·_ .... -~--~: ··- •. --: -:.;. ·..-!.;: -:·-~-- .... ·.~---·.. • • • .... · :·-:. ~;:-.:;,;. ·.:; • 

-; .• ranks_ •. ·_The f1rat·- task of. !l true revolut1Qnary is to identify the ene81y cloaest_.to ·him, 

. : ~-&n( ~hi~- 'lnclu'des h~-el;~ .;d·- his colleagues. In the name of unity, •elf-~ri~i;i~ and 
-~-~- ~- _..._ ••. :_ 1-. :; .• ':"' ...... :---......... :. -"~----··;.. ... · ... _.._,.-~:::,..... • . . - - --"'~. ~-:s.:.~"'-;::"..;. ~-: 
·· scrutitiy botb necessary-' imd ·essential. ~ Self interests must take a ·ba~k seat.;,>, :.-:;. ---: ·. 

Th;: ~yst.em~~f ~pi~~il~ i~ conflict-prone and in our country the conflicts '~n:;;~~U";~ithin 
~ thiil economic syat~/a~e_,ior~ened by legislature. We have been thr~ into._a ~~al j~gle 
where survival of the fittest is the order of the day. Judging from ~he manner in·which 

-~ari~~· institut~on~ i,f'-aod~ty ~rticulate with one another we find donflict inh~rent in 

~il of them. Competiticni'is the rule. I should at this moment state that I do _no~ hew~ver, 
_ .· ;-" :~.. suggest that.co»:flict in itself is not in the order of life, It pl&Y_S ~· v~ry 
· _·iiiiJiort~~.,and construetive ·role in the drama of man's life. .. , • · ~=·· ··,.- · 

So often b'ave tribal and racial barriers been imposed on our country that sometimes even 
r:..: 

. ·-.our· .. organisations find. themselves tempt~d to use the same lines. One J1eeds only .~o _t~ke a 

- ... - gla!lce at so-called Col~ured, Zulu, Swati 1 s • Venda, Tswana and Indian . ·"Politica·l . Organisa

''.;:tiohs~ Tbe··iiberation movement should examine again any move applauded by the "oppressors 
"' . . . . -_.. . .... - ... . .......... --.-._-: .. 
-~;even if the move is made'" by organisations which consider themselves pr!lgressive~ : ;-' .-··· 

... One- e.~· ~are 8ay ~;ven -~h~: church did not bring unity in our midst beca11se ·of th~:-~;;ificial 
.:·~:.di:Visions th~t · ba~e ;~~ ~long with the church - the converted and the uncon:,;~tt"ed~ 7 

; :. • 

--~)";.- ~-: ~..;~ -~- -. ~· ;_ --~ ·. ; ...... ~ ~~;~2'---:-.4:. . . -- . • ___ : .. :.:-~:r~ ;;~~.:;-~:~~~~-
.. ,·ThiS"~ therefore, .'tfiat··our churches, sporting fraternities, act1·hsts, 'teachers~ '· 

::Jc;;lt~s':·~.i'; . . . . -· .. pay t~e. price f~r closing the gaps that .. '>:: ..,~-~Jie':.; :· ~ .. 
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· It·would, be naive· fo-r forum. delegate. participants. observers .and the nation as a .whole 

· · ~;t~;tain- th~ .vie~. tha;. ~his National FoM can at oti~' shake. ac:hi~ve unity for the 

': -· . ~d '~l~'it~d Az:ni~s. At best· ~his·:·f~~um '~houid ris~ wi~h · r~ne~ed. dete~i~.;. ::( · 
.·' '!-.:·.' ;._ ... ;,. __ ~---~-~ .. _··~,.;: .... .. ,.-;:..,) -: ~---~··<.;:-• . >··· .... : :..4.··:~--· _:_ .... ~-~ ·_( ___ - ..... · - .• ;;-.- .... ~ .... - .· -.t 
·aed1,c:at1on_.to _foster blae~_sol1danty~group _c:ohesnon·and unity W1th1n·.cne·; ·.·-' -,; -· ,.: .. ~::---:-. r~·:· ...... .:"':• ..... -.. -.···.;: :·:: ~~---~-'~.:+. .. ~;· :_r .... -- . . ... . .· .. ;..·i . . , '· : 

10n _._movement_,· •'' . mel sage ~hic:~.'we must --~.-.n ·-.--..,. . ;:,:~'-:C'r,~-:::~: . > .••·· •· r . .. . , ·.,··.,;---·-. ,:•:::-'=;... '=" ·'. 

and. w·lpri.Jic::iplled: •'-•·•t;o<~"'".!.. !ll~!l.)!io_;::·is~~llYJIIOU_II~·,:._:}~ 

. or~ll· o' pp:r:e•••••Cl 

,,;.; ~-rt~;t~if£,: ·~ . . . . . 
/ .. "! ··-' ·\J;'A£i-i'~·~ i~ade~~- atid thinkers' Ami:i~i-. Cabral'• in 
~ ~- ·-·.:• .. ··: · _· •. .,., ·-:··:!- ..... ~·- ~; .. -f.,,. '>:_:·-.r '4~!·,. -~·-:-.-~;-.'::.c.-:··--:.. .. :·r·~~-. 
:"·~j ,, ·::'~.".;For· the struggle aga_inst· ~he ~olonial . . 

~ ~ •. ~ l: • - ", •.• · 

forward 

~ . .:..:< ..... 
. · ~::;_~::: ___ -~~·-~.-~\-.:~~~ -,~~-· _- .. _(-~.--~ ~:. . 
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1985/02/22 

SECRETERJAL REPORT TO THE N.E.C. OF THE 23 - 24/2/85. 

The following is s synopsis of the situation in the Border Region of the U.D.F. 
This report covers the period of Jan - Feb. 1985 in particular. As such. it 
merely serves to supplement the one submitted at the last Secreterial meeting last 
month. 

POLITICAL CLJ~~TE: 
The s1tuat1on 1n this region has moved from bad to worse if one looks at it from 
the angle of repressions. But when we look at the effects of such repression on 
the people, we must confess that we are at our best so far, organisationally, 

1. We are still finding it difficult to hold meetings. Mass meetings and rallies 
have become an impossibility. They are either banned or venue is refused. 

2. Activists have become targets of harassment by the enemy and its satelites, 
especially the community councellors, the security pol"ice and some employers. 
We are being detained for questioning, detained for long spells without trial, 
we are being banned and banished and even being fired from work for our role 
in the Front. Houses of activists are being searched, some wounded and others 
killed by the enemy. The last funeral was yesterday~.last only thus far. The 
la~est total onslaught has not left us unsc5thed. Some comrades have been 
detained and our documents taken away by th~ security police. This is the role 
of the 'combined forces' of Ciskei and S.A. 

3. The ban on all meetings of more than 20 people is still effective in Ciskei. 

4. The busboycott still continues at Mdantsane - although it is not as intense as 
last year and 1983. Some members of the Committee of 10 are still being harassed. 

5. The 'education crisis' is still serious at Fort Beaufort where there is still 
a total boycott from pre - school to high school. 

6. People are still threatened with removal in areas like Mgwali, Mooiplaas, 
Hillside, Wartberg, Committees' Drift and surrouding farms. Again both S.A. 
and Ciskei are involved here. 

7. The Cape College of Education (C.C.E.) has been closed down after only two 
of operation this year. Students are resisting the political puges which this 
institution is engaged in.( The same purges have been effected at Fort Hare and 
the nearby Thubalethu High School -which does not prove to be our chance at all. 
contrary to its name). 

THE PEOPLE'S RESPONSE;- RESISTANCE ! 
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1. The people have responded with a resolute effort at organising themselves. 
This has seen more and more organisations coming into existance and engaging 
the enemy at all fronts • in the true nature of our people. 

2. Despite the conspiracy of silence on the side of the commercial press, and 
despite untold suffering being caused bY the violence meted out against them, 
the people continue to resist forced removals, community councils, inferior 
education and its undemocratic structures, conscription ploys and propaganda. 

3. The co - operation between student and community organisations has been outstanding. 
So has been the comradeship between urban and rural organisations. 

GROWTH: 

1. From the 6 organisations that launched the Border Region of the U.D.F.in 1983, 
we have grown to 34 organisations as at 17/02/85 (our last R.G.C. This is a 
clear indication of the mood of the people around here. A detailed break- down 
of the affiliate organisations follows seperately. Our organisational strategy 
of organisations being on area rather than regional basis has paid well. 

2. The greatest victory so far has been the consolidation of women's orgganisations 
in E.l. and Queenstown. We now have one Democratic Women of East London where 
we had Border Women and National Women's Association. We also have a better 
organised Queenstown Women's Organisation where we had UWO and NWA factions. 

a~ Our Youth Organisations have also had a tremendous growth. From a mere 2 in 1983 
we now have 5 in 1985. We could have 6 if one of the original 2 did not disaffiliate. 

-4. A number of organisations are still consolddating their organisational strength 
and will soon be affiliates. They are already ou~supporte~s and some attend 
our meetings as observers. 

FUTURE PLA~S: 
1. Our reg1on has been busy consulting with affiliates to consolidate solidarity 

and to work out better organisational structures. Some workshops have been 
organised by some units for the youth and other·;affiliates. More of these 
will be organised at regional level. 

2. We are busy corn~iling data on repression and forced removals. 

3. The busboycott at Mdantsane and the education crisis at Fort Beaufort are being 
reviewed. 

4. The following campc;gns will be keeping us busy: 
a. I. Y. Y. 
b. Anti - conscription. 
c. Anti - removals. 
d. Education Charter. 
e. Freedom Charter. 
f. Adequate Housing. 
g. Detainees• Week of Prayer. 

NEEDS: 

1. There is an urgent need for tw~ full - time organisers (rural). 
2. Finces continue to handicap our programmes. 
3. We still need a permanent office. 
4. There is a dir~ need for- legal aid and assistance. Most of the lawyers down here 

are not very helpful for the needs of our:activists. They tend to be too 
beaurocratic when we wi1at· we need is Rrompt action and presence. 
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THE FUTURE: 

We realise that the enemy i~ desperately trying to undermine the front. We are 
aware that this is not because we ar~ engaged in any acts of treason as we are being 
accuse. The truth of the matt€r is that what the enemy had hoped would be a 
bubble that would blow itself out in due course' (le Grange, 1983), has proved 

to be the authentic voice of the oppressed. We are not about to abdicate this role. 
We shall continue to raise ocr voice ana finger against the unjust, unchristian 

f:'1. " I ' 
a~d t. r·e inhuman and evil system of apartheid. So help us Lord! 

• yf~)· rr ••• sto· J e. 
g~J secretary. 

AFFJUATE ORGANISATIONS - 22/2/85 

1. TRADE UNIONS: SAAWU (East London) ; SAAWU ( Queenstown); Domestic Workers union; 
AFCWU ( East London). 

2. CIV!C ORGS.: Mgwali Residence Ass.; New Rest Working Comm.; (Q'Town); Organ of 
Peace (Fort. Beaufort). 

3. AZASO: Fort Hare; Cape College of Education; Masibulele College(Whittlesea); 
Rubusana and Lennox Sebe Colleges. 

4. COSAS: East London; Queenstown; King William's Town; Whittlesea; Fort Beaufort. 

S.YOUl ORGS.: East london Youth Org.; Queenstown Youth Org.; Mgwali Youth Org.; 
Sada Yo~~h Org.; Fort Beaufort Youth Congress. 

6. WOMEN'S ORG.: Mgwali Women's Org.; Queenstown Women's Org.; Democratic Women of 
East London. 

7. CHURC~~RG.: Catholic Students Ass.; Anglican Students AsS.i YCS (Fort Hare and 
CAPE COLLEGE OF ED.) 

8. DESCOM: East London; Alice- Fort Beaufort. 

9. FRIEND~ Of THE U.O.F.: East London; King William's Town. 

10. CliLTUi<.b.l ORGS.: E.L. African Culture; Victaria East Netball Union. 

11. OTHERS: Mdar.tsane Burrial Association; Middledrift Action Committee • 

..............• -...........••...•...•.•..........•......••••.••••••.• 
12 P07Ei.:Tl Al AFTI ll ATES: 
a. AllC~ Yoctn urJanJsation. 
b. Fort BEaufort Women's Organisation. 
c.Hillside Residence Association. 
d. Ng~ele Youth an~ Cultural Association. 
e.Fort B:aufort Cultural Association. 

All these already exist and support the U.D.F. in principle and in deed. Their 
affiliation is a matter of time. 

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz-----------------------------------------------------

mas. 
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UNITED DEMOOB.ATTC... FRONT 

7 JANUARY 1985 

PREPARATION FOR THE UDF ANNUAL GENERA~MEETING 

The following is a summar,y of an Executive acsessment. We hope that 
it will_serv.e as a basis for prepari.ng. ourselves for the .A.GM. 

1.. T~ UDF (Western Cape) durin~ 1984- · 

The UDF h.aa. made a tremendous impa-c-t on the .llstoey -of ;truggl~. 
lm!'OZ't"ant gains were made for the p.r~ movement especial.ly 
in areas where there .had not been a tradi..ti-tnl of--struggle like 
tb.e rural areas and some "coloured" communities. 

Our people id.entii'y'"" the UDF with Tesistance t·o the government. 
We should now change this passive support into active support 
where people see that they need to be actively involY&d !n changing 
theil:-liYe s. 

This broa~ acceptabili.ty needs to be-deepened.; our organisati.on.s 
must be strengthened. 

"There has bot O&ezr even parti.cipati.oil of all o.ur-a.!.f.Ul.,s. in the 
work of the upF. 
At times there has been•disuni ty in the ranks ot ac.ti.vi.sts wtd.c.b. 
a;ts-o "le\1. to -poor parti-c'ipa.t.ion .in..Janr·'"'WOrk.. 
Differences which had.. e.xiDted prior to the 1:-o-rmaZ.i..on or- -the UDF 
conti nned to exist and cause-\ tensions within the ll'ront. T.b.e 
UDF has, however laid the basis for resolving these. We are now 
hound by a colD.Ill.on. discipline within UDF struct..ures.-a.nd .!lave- eQmmon 
responsibilities to a national movement. 

a. The Regional Executive Committee 

At the moment only 10 of tb.e 15 execu-ti.ve members ar.e ac.tu.e._.and 
a:t.tenrl ex.ecut:i:ve me-etings regularly. Other~ like Imam Hassen 
Solomon and Rev. Chris Nissen are playing valuable roles elsewhere • 

.N"'':t. .all .JUOO .membe:cs- .b.a:ve been suo-ce-r;s.tu1l;y -i:rawn int-o- :UDF a:ct:i:ti.ti..es. 
Only some REC members were fully in touch. with UDF campaigns, 
sub committees and struct·xres. As a result it was often the 
i;'"O\ll'lge.r meml:>er-s who were central to mos.t of .the campaigns and day-
to day running of the Front. 

In. I\1 anni ng £.ar a new Execu.ti.ve :w.e need t;.o .a onsi.d:e:t' the f"oll.owing-1 
* political clarity 
* time to do UDF work 
.. balanc-e betwe-en symbolic fj gorsa on tb.e execut-ive and those who 

can give guidance and take responsihili~ for work 
• balance between UDF work and work within arganisation 
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Assessment of Portfolios 

President : Should be a symbol of unity and have a history of 
struggle. Must be broadly acceptable. Should be more than just 
a figure head. Should be active in decisionmaking and guidance 
in the Front. 
Vice-presidents Should be more than just substitutes for the 
President. Should, together with the President and Secretaries 
be responsible for planning meetings, co-ordinating work and 
communicating with organisations. 
Secretaries : Tasks must be more clearly defined. Overall 
responsibility for the Front to be shared by others. Possible 
solutions to the overburdening of the Secretaries are to divide up 
the tasks and to involve non portfolio members in tasks like minutes, 
finding venues, agendas etc. 
Publicity Secretaries : We should consider separating publicity 
and media because they are very differnt jobs which re.quire different 
skills. We should also consider having an older person who could 
project a mature image of the Front. The public spokesperson for 
the UDF must be somebody who can respond to a wide range of issues 
within the policy framework of the UDF. 
Treasurers : We only have one active treasurer now. We need to 
have a treasury which £unctions properly. The treasurer must be 
able to make UDF fundraising a priority. 
Organisations must also take more responsibility for UDF funds. 
We should also look carefully at how we spend our money in UDF. 
Additional Executive members : Must assist with the tasks of other 
executive members. Should share responsibilities for Sub-committees 
and play a more active role in the UDF; 

4. Relationship of REC to affilliates 

Contact between the executive and affi~liates should take place 
outside of GC as well. Perhaps certain REC members should be given 
the responsibility to liase with organisations regularly. Meetings 
with executives of our affilliates is another possibility. This 
will be important especially before we take crucial decisions and 
during intense campaigns. 

The REC needs to play a far grea~er r~le in ensuring that regions 
function properly and are participating in UDF work. 

Other important matters which had been discussed in our GC assessment 
~nd which we mustJlook at carefully: 

Structures and decisionmaking 
How do we take decisions in the UDF? We have often called emergency 
GC's at very short notice because we had to respond to an urgent issue. 
This meant that all our members in all our organisations were not always 
involved in taking decisions. How can we find ways of taking democratic 
decisions which will allow us to respond quickly? 

How can we ensure that EVERYBODY in the UDF accepts majority decisions 
and participates in the implementation thereof? 
What role do the following structures play in decisionmaking? 
GC, the executive, regions, sub-committees and activist forums? 

Education ••• / 
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3 
~ducation and training 

How do we see education and training taking place? 
• Should it take place on a regular basi~? 
• How should i~ be done -by a permanent sub-committee?, by REC members 

who co-ordinate and draw in, with the consent of our structures, 
others from time to time? 

• What kind of education should take place? 

Rural Areas 

There is now a properly functioning Rural Council. How do we include 
these areas in our decisions? Due to the problem of distance, what 
links can be established between our GC and the rural Council? 
Worcester and Paarl are part of our GC as well as the Rural Council. 
How do we see this? 

We also include an NEC input paper which was delivered at an NEC 
workshop and the Working Principles of UDF (W.C.) 

Other important aspects to be looked at in preparation for the AGM: 

Broadening the Front : Starting afresh to include more organisations 
into the UDF at central level as well aft at a local level. 
Fundraising to pay off our debts. Also for 1985 at a local/central 
level. 
Our regions and area committees. 
Our working principles and resolutions must be reviewed. 
The proposed date for the AGM is March. 
What kind of AGM do we want? Should we have an open AGM, should 
only some sessions be open? 
Should we have a rally as part of the AGM? 
Should we have a theme? If so, what? 
The executive wishes to meet with all organisat~ons before the GC 
if possible, but certainly before the AGM. 

Conclusion 

Comrades, the last half of the year has seen the destruction of the lies 
told by Botha, Hendricks, Sebe, Rajbansi and others like them. 
We also came out stronger after the referendum debate. 

We are, however, also painfully aware that there are still many short
comings in the Front. Let us prepare ourselves properly to enter the 
AGM and the year which faces us with a positive spirit. Let us rise 
to the challenge and march ahead stronger than we were on the 20 August 
1983. 
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ll~.PUT Ol~ u.ri.GA.NISATIONAL ASPECTS OF l1DF - FROM NEC NORKSHOP 

A. Goalsetting 

It is necessary for us to set our sights high, but we should also be 
realistic. An incorrect assessment of what is possible can lead to 
public embarrassment for the Front and can be used to undermine the 
confidence of the people in the Front. Our activists also become de
moralised if they had worked very hard and failed to attain goals 
we've set for ourselves. 

In future proper assessment and planning should take place in all 
struc tw:es which will be expected to contribute to the attainment 
of a particular goal. Logistics should be worked out as far possible 
before we commit ourselves firmly. 

We should also define far more clearly what objectives we have i.e. 
whether the emphasis is on depth or high profile activity. During 
the elections we also learnt that is not possible to sustain two 
intensive campaigns with differnt profiles at the same time (i.e. 
elections and MSC). 

B. Criteria for affiliation 

1. Organisations The UDF must continue to encourage as many kinds 
of organisati"ons with their interests, irrespective of their 
size or constituency. We should be realistic about the fact 
that we will ~ely more on some affiliates to do the mass work 
while that of others are valuable in other respects. 

Where we need to make a distinction, is in terms of decision
making. A formula should be found where numerical representation 
at decision-making. Forums like GC should be commensurate with 
the capaci~y of an affiliate to take practical responsibility 
to implement decisions of the Front. 

2. Regions We should critically assess what the point is at which 
regional status is accorded. It appears as if our earlier 
motivation that inclusion into national structures will stimulate 
the development of regions, has had some adverse effects. Very 
often this has drained those areas, because of the demands 
placed on them. They are often compelled to respond to activities 
which were decided on by national structures where the pace is 
determined by the stronger region. In the long run this can 
undermine development. 

We should accept that the core of the UDF will always exist 
around urban areas like Johannesburg, Durban, East London, Port 
Elizabeth and Cape Town. However, fairly substantial structures 
are developing in some of the rural areas which form part of our 
existing regions. We need to find wayo of incorporating those 
~eas more.directly into decision-making of the UDF, because 
d1stances from the towns responsible for them often makes this 
impossible. 

Possible ••• / 
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Possible guidelines for the future: 

Conditions must have been allowed to develop to the extent where 
there i~ a general council which can meet regularly and consists 
of affiliate organisations. 

Organisations in the geographic area, must launch the region 
and apply for national status once they feel they are in a 
position to take responsibility for {i) surrounding area 

(ii) national campaigns. 
Re-assess existing regions w.r.t above criteria 
Assess whether regional boundaries should be re-defined to 
create smaller more manageable regions. 

C. Decision-making: 

1. Processes: 
We need to strike a balance between the need for UDF to respond 
speedily to crisis and the need for all our affiliates to be 
party to and committed to decisions we take. 

Practical proposals in this regard are that agendas of national 
gatherings be sent out timeously and that allowance be made for 
discussion thereof by affiliates and that affiliates be encouraged 
to make suggestion w.r.t. NEC agendas. We should accept that 
we will have to respond to urgent issues and take decisions 
without following this procedure. The nature of such discussion 
and decisions ~hould however be disseminated as soon as possible 
to all affiliates. 

2. Autonomy of affiliates in relation to decisions: 
It is unhealthy for any of our affiliates to actively go against 
majority decisions taken. We should however understand when some 
affiliates are not in a position to par~i•ipate actively in ~ome of 
our campaigns. Such affiliates should nowever be encouraged to look 
at means of playing a supportive role. 

In terms of our past practice, we need to assess flexibility/autonomy 
and its implications for unity in the Front. 

D. Accountability: 

The formation of the UDF marked a new era of claser co-operation 
between progressive forces in S.A. Most of our affiliates do not 
have the experience of having worked in an alliance like the UDF. 
While we encourage affiliates to take up campaigns, we must bear in 
mind that the work of our affiliates will invariably have a bearing 
on the work of the rest of the Front. As affiliates, we should feel 
dutibound to consult with or at least inform the rest of the Front 
about all campaigns we propose to tackle, particularly when campaigns 
will be mass based. This can only serve to strengthen such campaigns 
and contrubute to unity in action. 

E. Discipline ••• / 
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E. Discipline: 

Because we are a Front and not a political organisation, the only 
basis in terms of which we can take disciplinary measures against 
any affiliate or individual, is the principle enshrined in our 
declaration, resolutions and working principles. We should endeavour 
to foster sound relationships among our affiliates but we should be 
aware of the UDF's limitations to try and resolve differences among 
organisations especially where those differences arose because of 
dynamics outside of the Front. 

If such transgression does occur, REC's and NEC should not be 
structures which decide on the form of discipline. Such matters 
are best dealt with collectively through forums like Regional GC's. 

UDF ha~ no real discipline over individuals in the Front - organisations 
must take responsibility for their membership. We should however 
bear in mind that the best guarantee for discipline is to inculcat~ 
a sense of trust and a strong loyalty towaras the front and its 
objectives. Drastic disciplinary measures should only be considered 
after comradely attempts to explain to those at fault, had failed 
or if the fundamental principles of the UDF had been consciously 
flouted. 

F. Structures: 

We need to assess whether our existing structures are appropriate 
for the work it is intended to do. The following are some practical 
proposals: 

NGC should gather only once a year and serve the purpose of an AGM 
should only take place after regional AGM's 
representation per region should be determined w.r.t. 
numbers only. Regions should decide how best they and their 
affiliates can be represented. 
we should determine how national formations will be repre
sented if the above proposal is accepted 

NEC to be held less often 
its work should revolve largely around policy and broad 
guidelines for work 
emergency NEC's to be called only if regional feedback is 
not the best method at arriving at a national position. 
Practical decisions to be taken by appropriate structures 
e.g Treasury, Secretariat, Public~ty department 
all reports to be circularised prior to NEC and only matters 
arising to be discussed 
given the logistics and finances involved in having an NEC, 
we should assess its size. 

G. Education and Training: 

~e are very conscious of the need for far more systematic education 
and training of our activists as well as new people who are being 
drawn in. We need to assess whether this is best done through 
permanent, high structures or more informally. 

There are two ••• / 
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There are two categories which are not necessarity related. 
1) Equipping our activists with organising skills. This is 

best done when based on practical experience e.g briefing 
before going into are~s and assessments afterwards. 

2) Broadening the political understanding of those within the 
Front. Regular open discussions or forums should be encouraged 
as long as these do not become substitutes for structures 
like GC to discuss policy matters. 

We should look at how experience in this regard can be shared. 

H. Relationship to non-affiliates: 

Our emphasis should always be to seek those areas where co-operation 
is possible. It is important that we should continue to try and 
win over all progressive organisations. 

As far as other political tendencies are concerned, our most serious 
consideration should be those which have a mass base. By now we 
should be able to be realistic about the areas and anture of co
operation which is possible. It is our task to ensure that we and 
those not affiliates never lose s~ght of the fact that the apartheid 
state is the enemy and that if any ideological differences do exist, 
we should respect those and not allow it to undermine the potential 
areas of unity. 
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WORKING PRINCIPLES OF UDF (fl.C. hEGION) 

1. The name of the front will be UNITED DEMOCRATIC FRONT (UDF) 
I 

2. The Declaration a~opted at the launching on, 24 July, will form the 
basis for unity. All organisations accepted into the UDF will be 
required to endorse the declaration. 

3. All meet~ngs, publications and activit~es in the name of UDF will 
be conducted on the basis as outlined in the Declaration. No UDF 
platform, publication or acti~ity should be used to publicise any 
particular organisational programme. 

4. Organisations will have the autonomy to call their own meetings, 
publish their own publications and undertake their own activities 
within their own constituencies. In these cases, the discipline 
of the UDF' will not necessarily apply~ Organisations may act on 
directive from their members and posit their own programme as an 
alternative to the government's. proposals. 

5. Initial membership of the UDF will be those present at the inaugaral 
meeting at the St George's Cathedral Hall 24 July 1983. Membership 
will be determl.ned by the general Council of the UDF. This will 
consist of two representatives of the mass based regional organisations 
one representative from the other constituent organisations, and 
one representative from each regional committee. The regional 
committees will consist of representatives. of area com~ttees 
grouped together in a co-ordinatinG structure. This general Council 
will be the highest decisiQn-making body and will meet at least 
once every three months. 

6. An executive committee consisting of : a) A President 
b) 2 Vice-Presidents 
c) 2 Joint Secretaries 
d) A Publicity Secretary 
e) 2 Joint Treasurers 
!) 7 Additional members 

will be elected from the General Council o! the UDF. This executive 
will be responsible !or the day-to-day running o! the UDF and will 
meet as often as necessary. 

7. Any sub-committees ~~ch as media, organising, finance; deemed 
necessary by the General Council will be set up by members of the 
mass-based regional organisations. The members of these sub
committees do not necessarily have to be members of the General 
Council, but their co-opticn must be approved by the General Council. 

8. The General Council shall have the power to disband the UDF at a 
meeting attended by two-thirds of the organisational and regional 
representatives on the General Council when they !eel that this is 
necessary. 

9. The treasurers shall open a banking account in the name o! the UDF 
into which all monies shall be deposited. Withdrawals from the 
account shall be signed by a treasurer, a secretary and at least one 
additional member of the executive. 

!!!***!!! 
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GLIMPSES 0:? Ol'R 3T!l.UGGLE 

.l':::R'l'INEN'l' ~SPEC'l'S & Tl-::£I!l. R£:1J::VMTCE '1'0-.)AY 
BY: y_m·tA .:uilGOaDSI L!:l:l.i\SIA 6-4-84 

i~ 
our history of struggle against colonial• capitalist devalop-

:aent and ifestem J.m,erialiam !a a rec:or:i spanniniJ over :r.are 

tban throe hun:irc;.t yc3ra. '!.'his record of '!laroic .ttruqqlea, 

severe trials, deprivation and e,poc:h makinq victo:ies of the 

oppressed was charac:tariaed by violent umed ag;reuion ~ the 

r\lling clau and armed resistance by our peo9le. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century we entered the 

historical arena, when t!:.3 !orc:es of our di:spossesion an:i 

oppression unified to keep us down. 

'l'he first major, orqanized and united onslaught o~ our ~eople, 

in this centurJ, was the introduction of the 1913 Land Act, 

which dispossessed our ::;Hteple of their land. In terms of this 

Act 1~ of the total land area of our country ~~~as "earmarked• 

tor 87% of the total population - i.e. Blacka. 

It ~.ras as a response to the Bill and events that qave rise 

to the 1913 LandAc:t that the African National Congress was 

f~~ded in 1912. This was a challenge to the ruling class, 

who did not only desi~:-

i) 91J&X'anteed lfbite dooination and 

ii) the convuaion of our people as urban workers but 

it also ma:sterminded the introduction of Paaa I.aws as an 

instrument of control of movemantpt our blac:lt brothers, who 

were needed as mine workers and most important of all to ~revent 

the entry of blac:lt ,People in any area, where land rights wero 

denied to them. 

'l'hus/ •• -. 
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Thus, th<J introduction of :nigrant labour, pass laws, ?overty 

waqes, victimi:ation at work with unfair diamiasals, unemploy

~ant, roprassion and tmpris~nment and over and above all 

:>eath ... these ~Co'IID8 the iru;rediants of e.-cploitation ~ tha 

rulinq class - .1 class that 11ad detar.:linod, and continuas to 

do so to-day, toe li vas of .soma 20 million bl.aclt people, 

'rha AJ:{C opposed thi:l kind o! 01,1presaion ld th aelegation, 

~emoranda and mass meetings. 

By 1913 Gandhi bad alroady left 3.4\. back to India. Between 

1393 and lnl Gandhi bad succeeaed in mobilizinq the Indi.aD 

:~ector ~f ~e .3 •• \. popula-cion. satyac;=aba, rasistanca witbout 

violance, was launched in this country aqainat unjust·t~~tion, 

mar:-iac;;e laws and !readom of movement. After Gandhi's departure 

there ~tl&s no organization on the Indian front. Thora was a 

dissipation in movement. 

During the war years 1914-1918 3.A., which ,.,as created in 1910, 

wi tnessod and experienced a ne,., kind of growth. Racial capi tali am 

though in its crude fo~ demanded choap labour, which the nlac~ ~ 

provided. In res90nse to this our struggle took a new for:11 in t-
the t~ntias. 'rbouqh the ANC existed and a.-carted what ever 

prassuras it could, through negotiations and ,retests, the 20's 

witnessed a na1# for::a of struggle - whorein a nationally -

based African workers orqani:aticn and ~olitical ~nt was 

launched in January 1919, witl1 the establislu:lent of the ICU 

('rho Industrial. and conmercial Union of 3.:t..) \dth Clements 

Kadalia as ita head. 

For/ ••• 
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3. 

For the first tiloo in S.A. 's history Black wo1·l:ers cru:~a out 

in stril:e action at the cape To1m docks in ~93.9, over 2000 

,.,orker3 came out, l'iilgQ increases of nearly• loa:_. were secured 

within 6-12 JilOntha. In 1920 the XCU and the XCO·lU (Industrial 
I 

and CatQer.c.t.al. Workers Union) oodE!r sal~ MsiJu;mg' Sf-eader-

ship , ~rged in Blo~ontein and gave rise to the IafU of 

Africa. The activities of the IC\"lU and that of tho African 

:trative Uational Congress soltletimliln overlapped in the 20's; 

for e:u.mple the ICU passed resolutions and attacked tl"uJ Pass 

La\ts and the .system of contract labour. The rise of ~1e ICU 

within the African and coloured population workers can be 

sighted in the patterns in the politic~! economy followlng 

the lat 'qorld Nar. 'l'he ICU \'ills th9 first rnass-:,ased lllOVGir.ent:, 

notwithstanding the AllC, after t;;le consolidation of \·lhite 

dominance, wit.h tho Union of S • .:O.. in 1910. The last armed 

rebellion ~tas forcefully beaten in 1906. 

The industrialization \ibich followed after tlto 11ar facilitated 

the growth of a hlac1t \"/Orking class. As a result the •reserves" 

1\'Eire disrupto!d aa a result of migrant lahour, ~1hich facsd 

poverty wages and Authoritarian rule. 'l'heir dis<..-ontent war., 

mag~eat in st~ike actions between 1916 and 1920. It was this 

working class militancy which waft the basis of our struggle in 

tl)i:J pei'iod. 

In response to the working class militancy tbe stato introduc~ 

the no..., notorious Indunb: ial concillntion Act in J.!)27. 

The/ ••• PAGE FOUR 
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Tho dominant fcatu:.:e of this Act. Mts that ~1~ pass bearin9 

African~:~ l·leJ:o do3..'1i<!d '.l'ra,le Union Rights. But, it must not 'bl) 

for{!Otter. -t.bnt only Pasa,..ooar.ing Afric<ons could ccr.~e to the 

cities to t.'orlt on the rnJ,nes ;m:l in iudustry. 

'ihilst thi.ll ,,·n~ "happening" in the c.r,mrtero of government 

there er.arg3d a c::mflict witl'!in the rcu. Whilst tl•e leader-

ship pronounced 0:1 JY.•th th1~ economic and polt tical fronts • 

and the desi:o:-r..bil:i.::;• of worldng with t1le C.P.S.I\. (Com. Party 

of S.A.), tho C:?SJ\ ~:ought disciplined, inclustrial unions. ~e 

ICU was a wide, r.'tlllera~ worl~ers Ullion, with many organizational 

pitfalls. :·:hilst the Co:m:lunists \~-:!ro purge~ from the ICU, 

Clflme.nts l:\adalie turned t.o the llritlsh Lilbour Party for assistance. 

And, whe."l in :F.•.:rot:a ll"l \oT.,s tJ.ying tc get recognitior• of tba IC'J, 

the centre of po\.'ar. of tlu~ reo bad shifted to Natal, where it 

fell under tha leadership of .:\liG Champion. 

In ~latal the ICU re-identified tl1e areas of struggle and for 

instance \·/On a legal battl<J in the Supreme Court. that out-

lawed a nnr:~an city by-la\·1, that demanded ali Airicans to ba 

dipped ir. ~usi.nf~cl:ant tanl~s ( lika cattle) before they \.-ere 

allmoted to ente:r th·3 city. 1\fter thls victory the emphasis 

was on .r.t:r:ir:an • squ:lttar6" ~1r.o \'lura )::>eing re:-novoct from \'ihite 

o\mEtd lanct. As, n rcsuJt. the lal~l\Y.'Al"s of. rural Natal flocl;ed 

to t11e lCO in largo n\l:nb~r:J anr1 tho::o were time• when traditional 

cl1iefs "delivore.:i" their entire trlbe::~ to the J:CU as memlx>rtJ. 

It wae aoon a.fter t'i'•l!l "tak.:lover" of the ICU, that AIIIG Chupion. 

assumed the lead-:!ro~~h:l.p af the i'J.'lC in llatal. Trade union activity 

was linked to ~lC political dcr.ands. 

It has/ ••• 
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It has bean recorded that personality cult appLoachaa to Trade 

Union \110rk and rivalries batwoen I<adal.ie and Ch,anpion led to 

the disintegration of tbe ICU on the national level. 

'l'llallt could have been a truly mass 'WOrkers mover.:ant to chellengo 

tho ruling class as a whole became impotent for, among other 

reasons, the leadership did not grow orqanically out of tho 

'I<'Orking class. l.'vo., though the ICU was hindered by opportunistic 

loadorDhip at the National level, many trade union leaders wore 

born and trained in tha struggles undertaken by ~10 ICU. It is 

ruther an irony in organization that the regionnliaed ICU gained 

what the ICU had lost nationally and these were:-

i) the introduction of \110rking-class leaderahip; 

ii) clarity in respect of tbe political struggle ana 

iiL) the ability and the facility to organize trade unions 

along industrial lines. 

Between 1927 and 1929, after the passing o! the Industrial 

Conciliation Act, there was a massive onslaught against and 

on the ICU and with this assault en the ICU the AtlC itself 

was in ways immobilised. 

After tbia immobiliaation)conditions changed for a re-aasesa1118nt 

of strategy and tactics to build a trade union movement amongst 

Africans and Indians. Tho 19301 s saw a qualitative break in 

the structures of trade unionism from tha 1920's. organization 

along industrial lines became tho order of the day. It waD 

proven correct that through this kind o! organization wcrlcors 

could directly challenge the ~layers as the cause of their 

exploitation and in tllis way, with the political alliancea, 

their organization/... PACE SIX 
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their organization could reflect and challenge the overall 

changes in the political-o~io-econania spheres, Which were . 

tho products of rapS.d industrialization. 

The procer.3 of industrialization resulted in the lllallQfaaturing 

sector contributing a greater proportion to the G.N. Income 

thon the ll'Jricultu't"al sector in 1930. By 1943 manufacturing 

had outstri;,1ped rnining. 'l'bo urban 'WOrking class increased 

dramatically - all skilled, unskilled and semi-skilled. The 

stabilization and org6ni~ation of the working class bad begun 

in tho 1930's on a very serious level- both to mobilize worker 

power and with. the mn'i kind of leadership to inject the political 

content in trorker struggles. 

From 1930 om·Jards tho whole \-10rld was facing thG challenges of 

Hussolini and liitler. The Fascists and Nazis ,.,ere mouthing 

Socialism through their calls of National socialism. ~·bey 

attempted to rally tl1oir 'WOrking class on the principles of 

facism. Thus the s.A. oppressed bad to marshall its own 

struggles a9ainst Fascism, because S.A. was giving rise to it•s 

own internal kind of Fascists. Thus the call for a National 

I'lolnocratic struggle, with tho clear direction tllllt to fight 

Nazism and Fascism, tbe world bad to fight colonialism in 

Africa and Asia first. Between 1934 and 1938 the first signs 

o£.co-ordinating the N.o.s. were seen in S.A. The Non

~uropean United J?ront \-las eutablished in 1938. The immediate 

cillllpaign was launcl1ed to unite all the oppressed peoples. 

Xt \las in 1936 that leaders like Yusuf I'ladoo and ttonty llaicker 

had returlltld to s.A. after qualifying as doctors. 

\-lith people/ • •• PAG!:: SEVEU 
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'· 
tilth people like Moses Y.otane, J.:J. !-tarlcs, Yusu! Oadoo, 

in leadership positions 
B.A. Raidoo, George Poonall and othersJ\the hloodline of the 

M.3.u.P. waa the organized 'l'rade Unions - And, thia front 

challenged all forms of ~itical oppression against the 

black c:oamunity. 'rn 1935 when MU3solini invaded Abyssinia, 

South African black dockworkers in Cape 'l'own, Durban and 

Port Elizabeth refused to service Italian ships and they 

downed tools. suc:h conduct on the part of 'WOrkers was a 

clear demonstration of our a\'lareness that the struggle \'fall 

not for higher wages and more fringe benefits only. 

Between 1936 and 1945 at least 27 Unions for Blacks were 

organized in Natal alone. Moat of these covered Indian and 

African 'WOrkers. 'l'be sugar industry was organized in the late 

30's under the leadership of B.A. Naidoo. 'l'he ne'l-lspaper 

• Guardian• was cirCill.ated regularly and in many ways became 

the moat ~ful organizer of tbe 'WOrking class. 'l'he union 

building campaigns did not only radicalize Indians as 'WOrkers 

but also as oppressed citizens, with a COIIIIIIOn destiny with the 

majority of the oppressed peoples of the land. 

During tl1e war years the area of organi:ation and resistance 

became concentrated on tho Reef. After decades of organizational 

'WOrk, with different lovela of successes and fa:l:lures, tho 

Council of lfon-:>uropean ~rade Unions (am'l'U) \taS fc~d in 

November. 1941, with Moses !totane of the AlTC and CPSA as the 

convening Cbaixperaon. 'l'his council, wa:s intact, the co

ordinating body of the emer9inq, atroncr Black Unions. 

By 1945,' ••• PAGE 3IGli'l' 
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By 194S the Council had a rnernborahip of 158,000 in 119 

Unions. 

A strike wave by militant workers in l942 highl.ighted the 

realities of wartime labour conditions in all ~ielda of 

employment. By the late 30's and early 40 1 a the ;u,c 

resolved that it's strength and it's future depended on the 

rn~ partici~ation of workers, in the struggle for liberation. 

In 1941 tbe Transvaal .1\HC initiated the for::~ation of a .!>line 

Workers Union. ~iq~ty delegates from 41 organizations, such as 

the 0.0'1'0, the Cl'Sl\ and SAIIlR resolved to organize mine workers 

on the mines and also in the reserves before recruitment. At 

this meeting in August 1941, the African l·!ine \«)rker-1 s union '>A.~ OS 

born with J.D. Marks aa President. After 1941 a series of 

demands by workers \.rero made. The :DO:St dominant demanola were 

regular wage increases; a statutory minimuDL wage; coat of 

living allowancess abolition of the Compound system; the 

abolition of the racial division of the labour force and the 

abolition of the restrictions on the freedom of movement. ~fhen 

these demands were not met agitation and strikes took place. 

The LandadO\mo Commission, set-up by the government inveatigatinc;, 

the demands of the workers exposed in December 1943 the Ch&lllber 

of l·•inea hold on tho government. Nonetheless, the demands :vade 

by the Workers were rejected both by the State and the Dining 

companies. 

The AMWU responded by calling a conference in 1944 Of 700 delegates 

from every mine and some 1, 3CO rank and fUe workers, the 
,; 

President-General, \the Al-YC, Dr. Xuma and hundreds of other 

trade unioni:~ts/... ?AG:= ;:rnrr: 
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tade unionists~o discuss the implications of tha Landsdc ;me 

Commissions report. 

In August 1946 SOUIO 100,000 African mine wo:rl~er;J put dotm 

tools and '~nt on strike, shutting down 21 ~~n9s. Whilst the 

State responded \tith l 600 police on duty and the sealing cff 

of the compounds with armed guards, the support got for the 

strikers was unprecedented in worker strike history. 

During this time in Natal and tho Transvaal tho Passiva Reehtance 

Campaign \'las launched by the Indian Passive Resistance Cout:~il 

against the Pegging Act. Thousands of Indians bad courted 

imprisonment, voluntarily. But on August 13th. the Co\mcil of 

Non-European Trade Unions, with support from the J'Jo!C, the 

Indian Congresses z.greed to aid tho .Mine ttorl~ers Strike and also 

to call a general strike within 48 hours. Tbo S.A. police 

intervened - they broke up the co-ordinbting meetings, arre~ted 

J.B. Marks; they shot six strikers at Nigel, \dnlst six mo(e 

were tranpled to death in the pandemonium. of shootings, 87 tra~. 

unionists \iero arrested and charged under tho Riotous Asaen:·.:uea 

Act and the entire executive of the CPSA was cluu:ged with s"l<lltion. 

However, the extent of state endoraed violence on the wo:::-ke.=s 

indicated to \>'hat extent the s.A. syst.em was shaken. The ,.-orkors 

held out for a week before they were overwhelmed by the StlP•lrior 

force of the government which used machine gens nnd batons to 

drive the workers back to work. 

The strike bad another major victory. It forged a new alliance, 

in struggle, of progressive forces with a re-newed emphasis on 

mass mobilization and mass action. The results were historical. 

Por the/. • • PAGE TEll 
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J?or the firnt ti1ue in man:ar years rlfric.."''n Trade Unionists came 

into contact wit:t• AUC leader~:~. With the repression against 

African tutde Wlions, follo\•ing the strike, r.1a11y unionists 

moveu into key positions in the ANC. Alao, follo\dng the lead 

given l>y ~loses I<otane, members of tha CPSA took prOJni.nent 

positions in t:t•e A.-ic. 

These mnjor shifts were directly and deliberately oriented to the 

African \'1\)l"king class. The suspension, for exanpl.e,. of Passive 

ResistQ\\co by Indiana and their tllro\dng in their lot with the 

mine etrik{lrs, \·1ao an aclmo\~ledgcmcnt that the African working 

class was a•ld hMl to be i;1 the vanguard of the ~>txuggle for 

national liberation. Tbe;.:efore, the mass action demanded by the 

Youth Loagulil of tl1e 1\NC hdd to be rooted in the urban working 

class roflocting the structural ch~~ges that bad characterised 

the country politically and economically~ :Indeed, i.t was the 

Africnn 'l'rado Union movenYant that radicalised the ANC which to:>k 

tho historical position of leading a non-racial struggle. 

'l'he 1922 "hito mine "t/Orl:ers strike galva.nised an alliance batueen 

\ihite Capital and l'lbite Labour. :It io not an e..-caggeration to 

note that tl1e 1946 mine worker a strike created the conditions 

for a prograasive alliance batwoen all those sections of our 

society that ~uffored both class exploitation and n~tional 

oppression - tl"lUtJ changing tho course of S.A. bilJtory. 

\ihen '"e talk of changing the course of S.A. lliatory, 

~mat is it that wo actually mean? 

Firstly,/. • • J?AG~ ID.lWEU 
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Firstly, tl1e asaeaoment and ne'" direction that the st.rugqlct 

for liberation ia aqainst class exploitation and.~tional 

oppression. And that the objective waa a non-raci«l d~~cratic 

s.A. for all tiho lived in tho country. 

Second,!y,in order to achieve this objective there has to be 

rnaximum participation by all thoae who subscribed tQ thio ideal, 

in wtity. 

Thirdly, in order to channel this unity there bas to be 

organization and 

Fourth!\•, that tlU.s organization• dl: these organizations have 

to be rooted in the masses of people. 

It is on the basis of these features that ~N have to viowwbat 

followed. 

Between 1946 and 1952 there was consolidation of progressive 

forces in thB cou:1try. The lenc;iership of the ltatal Indian 

Congress and the Trans·.raal Inclian Congress \of8S taken over b:f 

trained radicals. Th• Youth Loaguo of the 1\NC providGd the 

nexus botween radical African orqani:r.ntion 4N rnclicnl !'ton

African orqanizationS• There 'ttere constant yonsultations, planning 

and exacutions of plans to fight oppression. From 1912 to 19~9, 

the ANC nnd her allies had pursued conutitutional peaaoful means 

to l;Jring basic cbanges in s.A. In the 19401 B Wlder tho ne,~ly 

formed Youth Leagua of the AllC, \lith thn l'JIC nnd the TIC, 

introduced new bluo prints and methods of struggle. A Progra~ 

J:'or Action \'laS dr;:nm up by the Youth, Handele, Tambo, Sioulu, 

Lambada and other~ and this program was adopted at th~ 1~~9 

AUC c:onferenco. The Progran\ included .'.!ucll methods a~ boycot·::s, 

strtkes/ • • o Pi\cr.;: THELV;~ 
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strikes, civil disoL'edience and non-co-operation. As a 

result, a nation~! stoppage of work for one day was called 

for tm 1st. 1'>1ay, 1950. Cili~fLut.buli became Press General of the ANOUa 
1~52. 
It was und£>r tba banner of this new move:t'.ent that the Defiance 

of Unjutlt: La\ts \·:as launched in 195?., Here, no•" in conjunction 

with tho Pa3~i~e Resistance rnov~nent, was the ~irst active 

intervention by the people on a me.as, natiomri.de scale. V.oen 

and \-fonen of all :rar.ial groupings, defied selected unjust laws. 

Durinq this c:ao;paign eooo volunteers \ft!re jailed. It is now 

history that aa a result of this campaiqn the rnemborship of the 

l~l~C, juraped fror.t 7000 to lCO,OOO, indicative of the fact that 

the people uere prepared to engage in mass action. 

Maso action, once again, tool: another dimension. l'iith the 

accummulated ~erience of the precceding 30 years or so, 

aspirant, 9rogresaiva trade ~~ionists from all over s.A. 

anno'QJlced their intentio;l of organizing and uniting the enslaved 

workers in the mines, docks, farms, factories and whereever 

they were wi~;b the d<l:sign to attack and bring dO\m the pillars 

of ihlite supremaCl'• At thi~ meeting SACTU \flls born. This bold 

step was dasiqned to co-ordinate the ~ctivities of all workers 

regardless of rada or colour and from the history of SACTU 

activities it is clear -'that it COI!IIIitted itself to an 

alliance uitb all progressive forces fighting for the total 

liberation of their country; the solidarity and common purpose 

expressed in thea worl;: and p::onounccments of SACTtJ and the ANC 

arc n0\1 legion. 

Following/ • • • PAC::.:: ~·HI:lTHt!lf 
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l:1<)llO\~ing tl1o successful Defirulce Ca!ll,Paign of 1952 a naticn

w!de movement was launched to convene a Congross of the People. 

At Y.liptown on 25th June, 1955 the ANC fot:med an alliance \dth 

tho SAIC (Congroaa), SACPO, S.\CCD, and S.'\C'.L'U .. with 3000 d!ilegatea. 

For &Otile sixteen months before this conference circulars -ware 

oan(.out to peo~le soliciting their viewo, m~otings and 

consUltations during struggles to aacortain viewo on the new 

social order for all s. Africans - were sought. 'l'b3 li'reedn 

charter waa the end product. 

l'Jith the advent of tlle congress Alliance ;:wnpaign: and otru Jgles 

were jointly undertaken. Boycott was a tactic that ')-..ocame well 

used in the struggle of the people. ?rom as early as 1953 

Bantu Education was boycotted and tben in 1954 local racis· :s 

shops were boycotted in the Port Eli2obetb rogion. 

Under the aegis of the AllianceJ'":xoon Jl'.archee in tlnity to lllic•n 

Buildings in Pretoria protesting against introduction of Pasoas 

to '~· Some lo,ooo women of all races marched. 

In Jtl.nunry 1957 the Alexanclra Bus Boycott was launched succ :ass

fully and this boycott lasted for dayn. 

on the 26th June, 1957 the congress Alliance called for a 

• .Stay At nane•, anll almost simul taneou.dy the £1, a day C&I paign 

was launched by 3AC'l'U. 

on 16th April, 1958 congress called for a national stay At Home. 

31st. May, 1959 aaw the beginning of tho Potato bo"JCOtt. 'l'llis 

boycott stands out as one of the 1nost succesoful of all j':); nt 

Congress Campaigns undertaken. 'l'ho effectiveness \'/As such that: 

it paralyoed tl~ potato farming industry. 

An inport1mt/ •• .PAG3 FOURTSl:!N 
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An ~~ortont connGqUence of the boycott tactic was the 

participation of tile international COiilll\lnity. Dock workers 

11nd c~ntnrners .QC'>ycottod uhips laden with s.A. goods and consiUners 

boycotted s.A. products. 'l'hey \~re encouraged to do uo by tho 

Congress Alliance. l-7omen in Durban burnt 'beer-halls. 

In March, 1960 men and women protested, once again, by 

threatening and in fact to burn their passes. 

'l'he Sharpevillo massacre was one result. But on the haela of 

Sharpevilla the J\ltC and the PAC '~<'Ore banned and a State of 

Emergency ,.,as decl~trod. 

In lS61 tho now famou.:t Port Eliza'both bus bol•cott was launched 

and in l>lay 1961 a tJat~.ona.l Stay at Home was called for. 

After tho banning of 1:he AllC, tlmkonto ~le Si we was forD'.ed and 

tho struggle in s.A. took a new form - Sabotage. 

In 1963 the Rivonia ~-rests were made after wllich leaders like 

llolson Mandala, W~lter Siaulu and others were charged and 

imprisoned for life. 

Digitised by the Open Scholarship Programme in support of public access to information, University of Pretoria, 2017.
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